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Crushing and Screening -
With Rubble Master and
Red Knight 6 Ltd

Aggregate Crushing & Screening Special Focus

Crushing

Austrian based Rubble Master are leading the
impact crushing world with their range of RM
crushers, available from UK distributor Red
Knight 6 Ltd. The range is led by the RM120X,
delivering maximum efficiency and simplicity
for use on a wide range of applications.

The RM120X features a range of solutions to make the life of
the operator easier and safer, whilst also delivering cost
benefits back to the business through intelligent management
of the machine, based on the amount and type of material
being crushed. 

The RM Operations Assist and RM GO! SMART functions
enable the operator to keep track of the machines
performance from the excavator cab, with live updates on
engine performance, fuel consumption and machines
performance all clearly visible via a lighting system on the
outside of the machine. 

“The Rubble Master impact crushers are industry leading for a
reason. Built to the most exacting standards, we’ve sold over
130 machines into the market in the last 5 years and those
customers know they can trust the RM range to get the job
done. The RM120X is the next evolution in the range. The
largest of the impact crushers it also offers simplicity of use,
maximum efficiency and safety for the operator via the
Operations Assist,” said Paul Donnelly, Managing Director of
Red Knight 6 Ltd.

The Rubble Master range are highly mobile, versatile and
powerful machines are ideal for crushing natural rock
(riverbed material, basalt, limestone, gypsum, granite) and for
recycling rubble, asphalt, concrete, glass and production
waste.

The range consists of 5 machines, ranging from the RM 60 to
the full spec RM120X. The hallmark of all 5 crushers is
simplicity and efficiency, meaning short set up times and ease
of use, getting RM crushers to work quickly. 

Model          Output (material dependent)          Feed material size                    Inlet opening              Weight

RM 60           Up to 80 tph                                        Edge length max 500mm            640 x 550mm                12000kg

RM 70GO!     Up to 150 tph                                      Edge length max 600mm            760 x 600mm                19500kg

RM 90GO!     Up to 200 tph                                      Edge length max 650mm            860 x 650mm                23600kg

RM 100GO!   Up to 250 tph                                      Edge length max 750mm            950 x 700mm                29000kg

RM 120X       Up to 350 tph                                      Edge length max 850mm            1160 x 820mm              35120kg
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Screening

Rubble Master have built their success on their
market leading impact crushers, but their range
of tracked scalping and sizing screens continue
to gain traction in the market. 

Run out of the RM Dungannon site, the factory see to bring
the expertise from their crushers to the range of screens.
There remains close cooperation in product development
between the RM headquarters in Linz and RM Dungannon,
driving excellence across the ranges. 

The range of scalping screens has 4 machines in total, from
the incredibly compact but robust HS3500M through to the
largest screen, the HS11000M. There is also an extensive
range of sizing screens with both two and three deck options,
depending on your requirements. The MSC8500e also offers
full hybrid drive capability, allowing you to limit fuel costs. It
is something that has long been a feature of the crushing
machines, but the same technology has been incorporated
into the screeners, another example of the two sites working
closely together for the benefit of customers.

“We completed a number of deals across both ranges and the
feedback remains fantastic. Customers really see the quality
of the machines, from build to operation and both ranges
consistently exceeded expectations,” said Paul Donnelly,
Managing Director at RK6. “Efficiency of operation is key but
the ability to reduce fuel costs and have a positive
environmental impact is crucial. We’ve seen a genuine
improvement across both screening ranges and our customers
are benefitting from that as well,” finished Paul.

Models Compared                         HS3500M                HS5000M                 HS7500M                HS11000M

Screenbox surface                              2743 x1220 mm        3660 x 1430 mm       4880 x 1525 mm       6100 x 1830 mm

Hopper volume                                  3.84m³                      6m³                            8.7m³                         8.7m³

Oversize belt discharge width            1050 mm                  1300 mm                   1600 mm                   1600 mm

Basic machine weight                        17000 kg                   24000 kg                   35000 kg                   43000 kg
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Models Compared               RM MSC5700       RM MSC8500       RM MSC8500       RM MSC8500e    RM MSC1050     RM MSC105003
                                           M-2D                    -2D                       -3D                       (Hybrid drive)      0-2D                   D
                                                                                                                                

Screenbox, screen surface      3660 x 1525mm    5485 x 1525mm     5485 x 1525mm     5485 x 1525mm    6700 x 1525mm   6700 x 1525mm

Feedhopper volume                9.2m³                     9.2m³                      9.2m³                      9.2m³                     9.2m³                   9.2m³

Main conveyor belt width       1050mm                1050mm                 1050mm                 1050mm                1050mm               1050mm

Standard weight                     26800kg                32000kg                 34500kg                 32000/34500kg     33000kg               35500kg

For more information visit –
www.redknight6.co.uk
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Welcome to our first edition of 2023 - issue 78. 

In this issue the team at Hub-4 present you with another bumper
edition reporting on the latest news from the Quarrying/Recycling
& Bulk Handling Industries, including a spotlight on Aggregate
Crushing & Screening.

Onwards into 2023:

If you’re starting to look at marketing in 2023 our new media file
with feature list can be found here, either PDF download or page
flip version:  https://hub-4.com/pages/advertise-with-us  

Electronic advertising is also available on the website and on the
weekly e-newsletter which is distributed to our readers which is
on-line here:  https://hub-4.com/pages/newsletter  

We also offer our very successful personalised e-shots direct to our
database throughout the year. 

Our increasingly popular social media packages are also available,
our platforms continue to grow across our Twitter [10,000
followers], Facebook & LinkedIn pages all of which can be linked
with electronic web and e-newsletter advertising – why not
enquire about our extremely competitive packages. 

Finally, our second edition of 2023 will focus on Aggregate
Washing & Screening, and I welcome any editorial
contributions for this issue.

John Edwards
Editor

AGGREGATE WASHING & SCREENING –static
& mobile washing, hoppers, conveyors, cyclones,
pumps, trommels, log washers, filter press, plate
press, flocculants, scrubbers, separators, lignite
plant, dewaterers, classifiers, belt weighing, contract washing.

RECYCLING - Open topics for this issue
BULK HANDLING - Open topics for this issue
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CMS Cepcor Group has reached an agreement
with Columbia Steel Casting Co., Inc to
purchase key commercial and technical assets.
The agreement will see the CMS Cepcor Group
incorporate a new company “Columbia Steel
Cast Products LLC”, which will trade
independently as “Columbia Steel” and retain
the key Columbia Steel engineering, sales, and
commercial team. The CMS Cepcor Group is
excited to further expand its global footprint, as
well as grow the respected reputation Columbia
Steel has held in the aggregate and mining
marketplace for decades.

Mike Moehnke, Columbia Sales and Marketing Director,
explains, “Columbia Steel customers will be able to get the
same parts in the same alloys they have come to depend
upon, and moving forwards they will be able to do so at more
competitive price point. In addition, key individuals in
engineering and sales will be coming on-board to provide a
smooth customer service transition.”

There is also a personal side to this new chapter in the story
of Columbia Steel, as noted by Martha Cox, Columbia CEO,
who is among the third generation of her family to be part of
the company. “With joy and excitement, we’re looking
forward to 2023 and a new beginning for the Columbia Steel
brand. Our Portland, Oregon manufacturing plant has closed,
but we’re proud that our legacy will continue in the North
American market under the Columbia Steel name, backed by
the considerable skill and support of CMS Cepcor.”

Chris Sydenham, the CEO of CMS Cepcor Groups US

operations said the following “Columbia Steel is a company
which I have looked up to and admired since I started my
career in this industry 25 years ago. As a long-proven market
leader in crusher liner optimization, with strong technical
capabilities and genuine customer focus, Columbia Steel is
well aligned with CMS Cepcor. It was a pleasure working on
this agreement with Martha and her team, and to reach such
a positive outcome that will guarantee Columbia Steel’s
legacy and positive impact on the industry will continue”.

CMS Cepcor is a global aftermarket leader in the design,
manufacture, and supply of premium replacement parts to suit
the leading crushing brands and models including all popular
gyratory, cone, and jaw crushers. We have been the genuine
alternative since 1960 and remain headquartered in the
United Kingdom, distributing our products to over 140
countries and have facilities in three continents.

For more information please visit https://www.cmscepcor.com
or https://lnkd.in/eiHMmZrS

The CMS Cepcor Group including the Columbia Steel will be
at the upcoming CONEXPO CONN/AGG 23 show held in Las
Vegas, Nevada, USA, 14th-18th March 2023.

Come visit us in the Central Hall, booth C32801 of the Las
Vegas Exhibition Centre and we look forward to meeting you.
https://lnkd.in/ezvnTvG 

CMS Cepcor Group reaches
agreement with Columbia Steel
Casting Co., Inc.
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Red Knight 6 Ltd awarded full UK
Dealership by Rubble Master 
Rubble Master, manufacturers of world leading
impact crushers and scalping and sizing
screens have installed Red Knight 6 Ltd as their
sole UK distributor. Rubble Master have taken
the decision to re-organise their UK dealer
network and the change sees RK6 take on the
whole of the UK having previously focused on
the midlands, East Anglia, South and South
West. 

Previously two dealers had been working within the UK, RK6
and Taylor and Braitwaite, but with the new streamlined
approach Rubble Master will move to just one dealer.  Red
Knight 6 Ltd have worked with Rubble Master for the last 6
years and will be bringing both an experienced sales and
service team to support customers in the region.

“We have worked tirelessly for 6 years to ensure the market
not only understands the quality of the Rubble Master
machines, but also has support from our sales, service and
spare parts teams that is market leading. We delighted to be
given the opportunity to work across the rest of the UK and
continue to grow the excellence of the Rubble Master
offering,” said Paul Donnelly, Managing Director of Red
Knight 6 Ltd.

Red Knight 6 can be contacted on 01293 862 619 or via
dan@redknight6.co.uk. To find out more about Red Knight 6
visit www.redknight6.co.uk 

Blue Machinery become
distributor for VTN attachments
We are delighted to announce that Blue
Machinery and Murray Plant (A Blue Scotland
Company) have been appointed as exclusive
distributors for VTN attachments throughout
the UK. The addition of VTN to our product
portfolio will complement our existing line up of
world leading attachment brands such as,
Rammer, Allu, Shearcore, Xcentric and
OilQuick.

Since 1973, VTN have been producing a wide range of
earthmoving, demolition and recycling attachments. A family-
owned company that has been operating for nearly 50 years,
VTN pride themselves on producing high quality products
across a diverse range of solutions. 

Blue Spares now become an authorised supplier of genuine
OEM parts for VTN parts in the UK. They will have parts
arriving in the new year, ready to service existing VTN
customers from both their Warrington and Stirling depots,
which collectively hold an inventory of over £5million. Their
dedicated team of parts experts offer customers with
24/7/365 availability to keep their equipment up and running.

Managing Director at Blue Central, Aidan McGeary,
comments: “We recognise VTN as a world leading
manufacturer of machinery attachments, and following a
recent visit to their impressive facility close to Venice, are
extremely excited to partner up with a company and team
that recognise the value in reinvesting in themselves and their
business partners. We look forward to building a strong
relationship with VTN for many years to come and helping
them maintain their strong position throughout the UK
marketplace”.

Export Manager at VTN, Massimo Ballo, comments: “We are
happy to share common values to Blue Group. By
collaborating, we can work better, acting with a shared
purpose to constantly improve and grow, but also to become
better individuals and to work in a better team and
company.”

Find out more on the range of VTN attachments by contacting
your local Blue Machinery/Murray Plant attachment sales
representative.
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The Hub-4 team were recently invited to the
‘Discover Digital’ event at Stratford-upon-Avon
which was hosted by industry experts
Plantforce Digital.

Aimed at breaking down the jargon of how a truly connected
construction site works by letting you get hands-on with one.
The well-attended event saw the Plantforce team working in
collaboration with industry-leading suppliers, including Sitech
and Leica, to give you a guided experience of the technology
that allows you to access live data from your projects no
matter where you are in the world.

Who are Plantforce:

Established as a regional plant hire company in 1999, the
market-leading Tier 1 company has grown year on year to now
provide one of the largest and most diverse ranges of plant
machinery and skilled operators in the UK. With specialist
divisions such as Plantforce Compact, Plantforce Attachments
and Plantforce Crushing and Screening, the company can meet
industry needs with technology and advanced project-specific
equipment.

Plantforce are leading the way in innovative
technology, with an extensive fleet of GPS

Machine Control Solutions with
enabled excavators, rollers, and

dozers available for immediate
hire. Additionally, by working

in partnership with leading
brands like Trimble, Leica

and Topcon, they can
provide a full 360°
solution for your site

needs, ranging from standard GPS-ready machines for you to
fit your own kit, through to a turn-key solution- a fully
installed machine with cab kit, base station, and fully qualified
plant operator.

Site set-up and in-depth training for site team combined with
remote access to your equipment through ConX and TCC is
also available.

An overview of GPS/GNSS and what Plantforce
can offer: 

The benefits of the GPS/GNSS technology which was
demonstrated are quite breath-taking and speaking to Samuel
Mercer, who is COO at Plantforce, he gave me an insight into
this innovative technology.

Company Focus on Plantforce  

May the ‘Force’ 
be with you
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“With this technology, we are bringing more machine control
into play which is like having a virtual engineer sat in the cab,
guiding you where to dig and how deep – which effectively
means efficiency and fewer site operatives. For instance, site
surveys now mean no more dubious pegging out as a site
survey can be completed from a remote office which is more
accurate. With the inclusion of a drone, this means no on-site
operatives as the drone can be controlled from a safe place
with a complete view of the site.”

Samuel continued, “From a H&S point of view, we have
eliminated people around machines making the whole
operation much safer. It also means lots of other efficiencies,
including fuel burn and material usage; for example: if a driver
over cuts a trench by 30cm x 5 metres long, it will mean more
stone and concrete will be needed, which in turn means more
cost so it is much more effective to leave the soil where it is
instead of bringing more stone and concrete to backfill. It is
essential that the job is more time efficient, so it is all about
doing things right first time, and this technology provides
that!”

Planning perfection:

In the region of 20% of the total cost of
construction is derived from reworks or
doing things twice, even hitting
services that have been put in the
ground by the contractor.

Planning time for instance assists in getting all the tickets and
time sheets in, then proceeding with a survey. Even on day one
you can see you are behind because you have all the
information. 

Samuel explained, “You can ask yourself whether these trucks
are running efficiently. This might not be on the GPS but could
be on the telematic side or actually because there is excessive
idle time! It would then allow me a couple of options – I could
release a truck or two from the job, or alternatively if they are
stood around, I could bring another excavator in to help load
up.

“GPS allows better ongoing management – the problems we
are experiencing as a company and one of the reasons for this
event is that the major projects, your major contractors [T1 –
HS2/Hinckley Point] all have these systems and are running
with them but for smaller contractors [example – leisure
centre construction] the gap is huge and for these people
what today is all about is getting them on this process. The

longer they leave it the harder it will take – 80% are not
using this technology because of cost and fear of the
technology and every year the technology is getting
more complicated.”    

Company Focus on Plantforce  



What is GPS?

GPS provides the ability to reduce costs, increase productivity,
and stay on top of vehicle maintenance, allowing you to focus
on running your business.

Increased fleet visibility identifies what you have and how it is
being used. A GPS tracking solution can help uncover hidden
costs, while revealing the potential for greater productivity
and efficiency. 

High-resolution maps with intelligent clustering and detail on
demand provide a simple yet powerful vehicle tracking
solution to:

•   A reduction in fuel consumption.

•   Provide accurate ETAs.

•   Monitor vehicle maintenance needs.

•   Keep tabs on your mobile workforce and equipment.

Driver Training:

Samuel then told me how Plantforce train drivers; “We have a
basic introduction into GPS/GNSS Machine Control/Guidance
which is a 3-part course. The first step of driver training is
done by the individual himself and for that reason that first
hour is basic. He knows it is basic so he will not question in
that first hour as he feels he is expected to know it. With the
first hour complete then he can come in and do some training. 

“Some may have questions as the fear of new technology is a
huge one with some seeing it as a threat to themselves
whereas in fact the opposite is we want to take our really
good drivers and make them better!

“With the benefit of automation, the driver has more time to
observe and ensure it is safe which allows them more time to
manage other issues which makes the whole operation more
efficient. The site should be driving fuel efficiency and costs
savings, so it is important that we get more people on board
before the technology goes too far – we are currently at 3D

with automation, so it is essential that we train more
operatives before the costs escalate.” 

How will my drivers react to GPS tracking?

In most cases it depends on why you want to use it, and how
you explain it to them. If you want to use it to improve the
efficiency, security, and safety of the business, and help mobile
workers to get more done, with less paperwork and phone
calls, then most employees will understand that. They will also
appreciate you are trying to keep the business profitable and
improving their job security. If they think it has been done
because you do not trust them then they may not be as
welcoming.

How does GPS work?

A GPS tracking device interacts with satellites that are
continuously transmitting signals to pinpoint locations. GPS
systems may use over eight satellites at once. This allows the
location calculation to be accurate to within 100 feet.
Construction sites require this high-level of accuracy because
they are complex, highly active workplaces. Site managers
cannot afford to waste time wondering about the location of
various assets.

Why GPS technology is important for
construction

Operational efficiency can be the difference between a
successful construction project and one that suffers from
delays and unforeseen expenses. With the right technology,
construction site managers ensure the entire team benefits
from higher productivity and improved safety. 

In order to efficiently manage a construction site, several types
of GPS technology are needed for diverse types of equipment.
Specific GPS solutions are available for vehicles, powered
assets, and unpowered assets. Regardless of type, GPS
technology is important to successful construction projects for
following reasons:
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•   On-site vehicle and equipment location tracking: With GPS,
you can monitor the real-time location of your assets and
oversee all the moving parts of the jobsite remotely. This
can enable you to monitor how effectively you are utilising
fuel, vehicles, and employees. GPS solutions can also
provide you with automated inventory reporting, giving you
access to a visual map of all your assets on one platform. 

•   Proper equipment maintenance: GPS technology lets you
monitor the usage of your construction equipment and
helps you reduce downtime or prevent breakdowns of
frequently used equipment. These systems will not only
track your equipment’s usage but can also provide
customised preventative maintenance alerts for specific
equipment and vehicles.

•   Theft: In the unfortunate event of a theft from your
construction site, GPS technology can help you locate and
retrieve the missing asset. Furthermore, when using GPS
solutions with geofencing capabilities like Samsara’s, you
can instantly receive alerts when a tracked asset leaves a
certain perimeter. Not only is having real-time GPS location
important in removing any guesswork regarding an asset’s
location, but it can also be helpful to have this information
to share with authorities in case of theft. 

•   Data-based resolution of client disputes: In the event of a
disputed invoice, construction GPS technology can provide
data to prove that your team was on site and on time for
the job. Having digital evidence is a simple and effective
way to ensure that everyone is paid fairly for their work.

Training Partnerships:
Currently Plantforce has a practical training apprentices’
partnership with LP Training, and they are also in partnership
with Weston College. 

Their on-line platform for learning contains a series of training
courses to help with everyday construction work, courses
range from GPS/GNSS machine control/guidance to fuel
efficiency dynamics. These training courses are complimented
with YouTube help tutorials and practical training at our
partners Weston College in Weston Super Mare.

Samuel, continued, “Our training is very well received
although some people struggle to manage the data. He
explained further, Currently Plantforce are producing data
reports for people because the client is saying I can see all of
this but what is it trying to tell me? 

“An example of this would be a site is more efficient than
another one, which points to a machine problem, so we
highlight any efficiency problems they have on that working
site, bearing in mind we are not present every day to observe.
So, we offer a hire insights package which is data machine
telematics, a portal to the customer service, and POD which is
the plant operator database.” 

Samuel concluded, “In terms of training LP Training manage
the apprenticeships for us as we are the end user. This enables
Plantforce to bring new people into the industry and introduce
them on their very first day on-site to the most advanced
equipment there is. We have a specific programme which
provides 50% of their training before they go to site. It is all
about giving the apprentice all the tools so he can last and not
be rejected. We cannot have them fail, there is a massive skills
shortage, if we do not bring these people in it will only get
harder and harder. From experience, we have found that
resistance from older people to adapt to modern technology is
not seen in younger people. 

“Our apprenticeships cover a minimum of 4 tickets which have
been very successful and released new people into the
industry which our clients are pleased about. The digital
training, we do is becoming more common, we actually
manage upskill training for our customers operators and
introduce the new technology because they do not know
where to start. It is hard to understand every aspect of it as
what the QS sees is different to what the plant operator sees,
so we try to breakdown down those barriers. We operate a
training trailer which takes people off-site and into a
comfortable environment on a simulator where we can do it in
a controlled manner.”
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CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2023 
set for biggest show yet
CONEXPO-CON/AGG, already recognized as the
largest trade show in North America, has
officially sold all available exhibit space,
guaranteeing the 2023 edition of the show will
be the biggest in history.

“The addition of the new West Hall and Diamond Lot at the
Las Vegas Convention Center gave us, and our exhibitors, a
number of new opportunities to show how we are taking the
construction industry to the next level,” said CONEXPO-
CON/AGG Show Director Dana Wuesthoff. “Now at 2.8 million
square feet of exhibits, there’s more for construction pros to
see than ever before.”

The show, now nearly 5% bigger than the record set in 2020,
will feature 1,800 exhibitors and 150 education sessions
during its run from March 14-18, 2023.

Despite being the largest CONEXPO-CON/AGG ever, recent
additions to the Las Vegas Convention Center (LVCC) will
make it the easiest to get around as well. Beneath the entire
LVCC campus runs the Convention Center Loop, an
underground transportation system designed by Elon Musk’s
The Boring Company that transports convention attendees
throughout the campus in under two minutes in Tesla
vehicles, free of charge.

“We are excited to welcome CONEXPO-CON/AGG back to Las
Vegas for another record-setting event,” said Brian Yost, chief
operating officer of the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors
Authority (LVCVA), which owns and operates the LVCC. “The
addition of the West Hall and the Convention Center Loop will
only further enhance the ‘Only Vegas’ experience for
attendees and exhibitors.”

Construction pros are ready for the show to return as well.
The current pace of attendee registration is nearly double
what it was at this time for the 2020 show.

“This is the event that construction professionals, especially
those making company-level decisions, and those needing
professional development hours, can’t miss,” said CONEXPO-
CON/AGG Show Chair and Caterpillar Senior Vice President
Phil Kelliher. “Seeing the new equipment and techniques on a
screen doesn’t compare to seeing it all in person. At the show,
you can see the equipment, ask questions of the
manufacturers themselves, and really understand what the
equipment and education can do for your career and
business.”

Registration for CONEXPO-CON/AGG and IFPE is currently 30
percent off with code MEDIA30. Construction and fluid power
pros should get their badges before January 6, 2023, to get
that discount and have a better pick of hotel
accommodations.
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EDGE Innovate have announced their
participation at CONEXPO 2023. This will be
EDGE Innovate’s fifth instalment of the
exhibition and the Irish manufacturer of bulk
material handling and recycling equipment is
extremely excited that EDGE customers will get
to experience the company’s newest machines,
technology, and services. 

Lee Williamson, EDGE Innovate North American Sales
Manager explains what visitors can expect from EDGE
Innovate at CONEXPO 2023 “EDGE Innovate are delighted to
be exhibiting once again at CONEXPO. Our theme for this
year’s event is “Next Level Solutions”. Our objective is to
showcase the latest equipment and technology that allows
organisations to increase processing capacity, provides greater
efficiency and offers the best possible return. The equipment
we will have on display at CONEXPO 2023 will allow
operators to do just that; to bring their operation to the Next
Level”.  

ON DISPLAY

From the largest mobile trommel on the market in the shape
of the EDGE TRM831, to the EDGE FTS75 Mulch Master and
the VS420 high torque shredder; the products to be displayed
at CONEXPO 2023 are proven to meet customers demanding
requirements when it comes to reliability, production capacity
and cost of ownership. 

EDGE TRM831 Mobile Trommel

EDGE’s latest offering is one of the largest wheel mounted
trommels on the market and provides operators with
unrivalled production rates. With extensive stockpiling
capabilities thanks to its end discharge conveyor design, the
TRM831 design prevents product cross-contamination and
reduces the double handling of material. This is
complimented by a remote operated, 180° radial fines
conveyor as standard which has the capacity to stockpile up

to 1030m³ (1347yrd ³).  The EDGE TRM831 portable trommel
is ideal for the high-capacity screening of various applications
including topsoil, compost, sand, household waste and
construction and demolition waste. With a wide range of
different drum types and screening media available, the EDGE
TRM831 can be customised to suit the customers exact
application requirements.

The EDGE TRM831 incorporates a host of impressive design
features such as an eco-power saving functionality which
reduces unnecessary running costs and a user-friendly HMI
control panel for the easy adjustment of machine parameters.
An intelligent load management system prevents drum
overload and ensures that the trommel screen is always
operating at optimum performance with minimal supervision. 

EDGE FTS75 MULCH MASTER

The EDGE FTS Mulch Master is setting new standards in the
turning, blending and stockpiling of organic material.
Pioneered by EDGE Innovate; the FTS Mulch Master is a
portable feed stacker that is specifically designed for
processing lower density, organic materials such as mulch,
compost, and soils. The unique hopper design from EDGE
ensures 100% of feed stock sees the turner – a process the
company says is not possible with traditional windrow
turners.

By combining the two methods of flipping,
rotating and constant conveyor flow; the

EDGE FTS75 Mulch Master prevents
unwanted material friction and

compaction. Material is untangled
via the forward/reverse

high-speed turning drum
which allows the feed

material to

EDGE Innovate
set to showcase
next level
solutions at
CONEXPO 2023
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breath whilst allowing the material to remain cool, thus,
reducing the risk of combustion and anaerobic or “sour”
mulch 

With a production capacity of up to 764m³/hr (1000yds³/hr),
the EDGE FTS75 Mulch Master allows operators to increase
their ability to turn material in comparison to what is
currently on the market whilst also providing greater
flexibility. 

EDGE VS420 High Torque Waste Shredder

With decades of knowledge in the design, manufacturing and
installation of mobile waste shredders, it is no surprise that
EDGE Innovate’s VS420 twin shaft shredder launched at
CONEXPO 2020 is quickly gaining a reputation as a world
class shredder. With its high capacity, reliability and low
running costs, the EDGE VS420 is proving to be an excellent
shredding alternative to what is currently on the market. 

EDGE’s next generation shredder has been developed for
ultimate versatility and high resistance to contaminants with
a number of customisable shredding programmes and

chamber configurations available. An intelligent operating
system which incorporates tramp metal protection provides
the ultimate security from contaminants and prevents asset
damage.

The VS420 offers operators a host of design features include
hydraulic hopper extensions, a large automatic tipping hopper
with remote functionality, hydraulic height adjustable twin
pole magnet and a “One Point” service area. EDGE’s VS
Status Lighting system which provides a quick and simple
communication link between the machine and the operator. It
allows the operator to know the status of the shredder, when
to continuing loading material, when not to load or if there is
a blockage thus ensuring maximum throughput while
preventing material overload.  EDGE Innovate’s next
generation shredder has been proven to achieve high-capacity
throughputs, operational reliability, and offers low operational
costs.  

EDGE Innovate will be showcasing their products and services
in the Silver Lot, stand #S5066 from the 14th to 18th March.
Discover more via www.edgeinnovate-event.com 
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CDE, one of the leading suppliers of sand and
aggregate washing solutions for the waste
recycling and natural processing sectors, has
announced its plans for CONEXPO-CON/AGG
2023 where it will debut new equipment, new
projects and showcase the waste recycling
solutions that are transforming dirt into dollars
across North America.

CDE co-creates with its customers to design and engineer
solutions that maximize the use of natural resources while
unlocking value from waste streams.

With 30 years of experience in providing optimized, proven
solutions to customers across the world, CDE’s technologies
have successfully diverted over 100 million tons of CD&E
waste from landfill.

At CONEXPO-CON/AGG, CDE will be joined by its customers
from across North America to champion the value of recycling
construction, demolition and excavation (CD&E) materials into
high specification outputs.

Darren Eastwood, Business Development Director at CDE,
says: “Our focus at the show will be demonstrating to the
industry how CDE washing solutions are turning dirt into
dollars.

“We’re seeing rapid growth in the waste recycling space and
are awash with waste recycling enquiries as a result. CDE is
leading the charge in supporting the industry to realize value
from construction, demolition and excavation waste, as well
as by-product from the crushing and screening processes.

“These materials are often overlooked or discarded, but they
hold significant commercial value. With the efficiency and
reliability offered by our proven washing solutions, materials
producers can unlock that value to transform these materials
into high-quality recycled sand and aggregates for
construction use and boost profitability.”

Equipment on display will include CDE’s AggMaxTM scrubbing
and attrition system, its Counter Flow Classification Unit
(CFCU) for density separation and EvoWashTM sand
classification and dewatering system.

The majority of equipment on display at the show is destined
for a new C&D waste recycling wash plant in the US.

Visitors will have the opportunity to see the washing solutions
up close, as they are guided by CDE experts around the
equipment currently utilized at sites across North America.

For more information about CDE and its waste recycling
solutions, click on cdegroup.com or visit CDE at CONEXPO-
CON/AGG 2023 in Las Vegas, Nevada between 14 and 18
March where the team will be located at booth C30269
(Central Halls 3-5) in the indoor exhibition area.

CDE announces 
plans for ConExpo
Wet processing experts will showcase how washing
works and recycling rocks at 2023 show
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Doosan will introduce the company’s new
global brand and logo, as well as several new
products at CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2023 from 14-
18 March 2023 in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.

The company’s new name and logo will integrate new brand
values and its commitment to creating the smart construction
solutions of tomorrow. Visitors to the exhibit at CONEXPO will
be able to see the new brand in action, hear the story of why
the new name was chosen and see what’s next for the
company.

“Fans of our current offerings will be delighted that the
equipment will remain unchanged and continue to deliver the
powerful, reliable solutions admired worldwide,” says Alice
Banach, Senior Marketing Manager, Doosan Infracore North
America.

Exhibit Highlights

The Doosan exhibit (F9153) in the outdoor Festival Grounds
area will showcase a sampling of the company’s full line of
construction equipment, the exclusive Transparent Bucket for
Doosan wheel loaders, a battery-powered engine and several
new machines, including the company’s dozer line. Attendees
are encouraged to stop by the exhibit to see how Doosan
continues to evolve as a single source provider of the latest
construction equipment.

Cutting-edge technologies such as Concept-X demonstrations,
safety features and electrification will be featured. The
Doosan exhibit will showcase autonomous equipment, the
new Smart X-Care™ fleet management service and the
topography-scanning drone Concept-X XiteCloud.

The Concept-X autonomous worksite will feature three live
demonstrations each day, along with other new products. First
exhibited in 2019 with an autonomous Doosan® wheel
loader and excavator, Concept-X is a smart control solution to
tomorrow’s worksites. It can survey worksite topography via
3D drone scanning, establish operational plans based on that
data, and operate heavy construction equipment such as
excavators, wheel loaders and articulated dump trucks
without human intervention. 

Concept-X technology paves the way to the worksite of the
future with equipment-driven construction sites, freeing
human personnel to tackle complex data analytics and
management tasks. Continuous Concept-X demo pit footage
will be played simultaneously on a large screen and a three-
screen brand tower in the Doosan exhibit. 

Doosan will introduce the Company’s
new global brand, new products at
CONEXPO-CON/AGG 2023
The company will host live demonstrations of its latest autonomous 
construction equipment in an outdoor operating worksite
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Telestack are renowned within the aggregate
sector for their innovative solutions and are
widely regarded as the veterans of the industry.
Understanding the needs of their customers has
led to improvements across quarrying
operations and the introduction of the “Self-
Driving” smart stockpiling solution by
Telestack, found on their radial telescopic
conveying range, is one such example! By
deploying technology and experience, this
advanced autonomous stockpiling solution aims
to maximise returns within any operation,
ensuring operational efficiency, improved site
safety, reduced operational overheads and
complexity as well as a quality in-spec
“blended” product.

The Telestack radial telescopic conveyor range has a proven
record of performance and reliability operating in a range of
aggregate applications around the globe. The mobility options
of the unit allow the operator to utilise this technology
anywhere on site, ensuring a high production capacity and a
30% more stockpile capacity on the same footprint when
compared to fixed length/height conveyors. The smart system,
once set up, can be operated locally by an operator or
operated remotely using the smart onboard PLC
(Programmable Logical Controller) to feed information back to
the remote central control station. Once the unit’s physical
constraints are established, the unit can work independently
using the pre-programmed parameters determined in the set-
up. The smart stockpiling system starts at a low working angle
such as 8°, maintaining its lowest workable drop height
throughout the operation, as the stockpile increases in
increments. This is in comparison to a fixed length unit for
example, that would start at an 18° angle, thus wasting more
energy to discharge the product at a greater height. In
addition, this also results in a greater potential to compromise
the quality of the product due to fracture and degradation of
the product caused by material dropping from the elevated

operating height. The reduced power usage required for the
radial telescopic ensures less energy/fuel is used in the daily
operation and fuel consumption can be further enhanced with
the introduction of an optional VSD (Variable Speed Drive) by
allowing the operator (remotely or locally) to increase or
decrease the speed accordingly, depending on the needs of
the operation.

The continuous autonomous stockpiling ensures that the
blend of the product is maintained throughout the stockpile
and a higher quality product is achievable ensuring the
product is evenly mixed over a wide area. This helps to
eliminate segregation, degradation, contamination and
compaction, providing not only a higher-grade product for a
lower stockpiling cost per tonne, but also reduced labour
dependency, reduced labour costs as well as the
environmental impact of reduced traffic, dust and noise. The
smart system also hosts a range of automatic sensors that
guide the independent unit as determined in the set-up. These
sensors, as well as safeguarding the drop height of the
product, also ensures that the unit will pause when
material has stopped flowing. This ensures the
integrity of the continuous stockpile
structure, producing an “in-spec” blended
product. This would be a significant
factor for many in the aggregate sector
for example, where product integrity is
critical. 

The Telestack range of radial
telescopic stackers are available in
lengths of 32m (110ft), 42m
(140ft), 46m (150ft), 52m (170ft)
and 58m (190ft) with possible
stockpile capacities up to 200,000
tonnes at 270°. Stockpiling rates
ranging from 100-3,000tph,
stockpile heights up to 20m (65ft)
are easily achieved. 

Smart Stockpiling
by Telestack
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In addition, the option of several PLC automatic stockpiling
programmes provides the operator with a versatile, economic
and reliable stockpiling system that offers the ability for a
radial windrow, incline windrow and radial conical stockpile
formations which in all offers a larger stockpiling potential
and a radial stockpiling potential of up to 270° for maximum
stockpiling. The smart stockpiling system controls the
operation of the unit and gathers information and sends it
back to the central control station/ remote location. This helps
to troubleshoot when issues arise giving the controller
operational information and specific status updates. In
addition, the optional Telestack telematic system Telecore,
offers remote monitoring and support from the factory to
enhance performance. This has proven critical, not only in the
operational performance but also relating to the general
maintenance of the unit. Particularly when labour was
restricted, for example during the recent Covid restrictions, the
support from the factory was vital in supporting operations
through challenging times.

An esteemed customer in the UK recently purchased a TS-42
radial telescopic conveyor to stockpile aggregate/ scalpings
@1,000tph after a primary crusher and linking system. The
fully galvanised conveyor had a host of environmental
features including galvanised dust covers the full length of the
outer conveyor, fully sealed transfer point from outer to inner
conveyor, side wind plates on the inner with a retractable
canvas cover on the inner, a spray bar dust suppression
system and dual access walkways for ease of maintenance as
well as health and safety benefits. The customised discharge
chute also helped eliminate and control dust emissions. This

arrangement of dust management options allowed the
operation to satisfy the needs of the local regulations to
mitigate potential environmental pollution. In addition the
ability to fully control the operation remotely (for example
from the central control station) means that the fully
automated bulk material handling process enhances
equipment efficiency and availability, which ultimately
increases productivity and lowers operational cost. The install
has proven highly beneficial and the customer has reported a
significant improvement on the quality of the finished
product. The benefits are also evident in terms of the
operational metrics achieving a high throughput as well as a
more efficient, more productive and safer bulk materials
handling operation. The environmental improvements are also
significant.

The Telestack team will be in attendance at the forthcoming
ConExpo in Vegas (14-18 March) on the Astec Industries
Stand in Central Hall (Booth #C30235) and a meeting to
discuss your operational needs can easily be arranged prior to
the event by emailing sales@telestack.com. 

Telestack, specialists in the complete design, manufacture,
installation and commissioning of mobile bulk material
handling systems, have a global proven record in a range of
applications including mining and quarrying, stockyard
management, ports & inland terminals, power stations, rail
yards, steel mills, cement kilns and many other bulk material
handling industries and offer a range of solutions and
reference sites along the logistics chain from pit, to port to
plant. 

TS42 Radial Telescopic
Conveyor stockpiling
aggregate/ scalpings
@1000tph after a
primary crusher and
linking system.
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Powerscreen® - leading providers of mobile
crushing, screening and conveying equipment
made an impression at this year’s Hillhead
exhibition, with the working debut of its
Chieftain 2100XE. 

As an extension of the Powerscreen Hybrid range, ‘Transport
Engine’ machines such as the Chieftain 2100XE use a small
engine for hydraulic tasks like tracking and folding conveyors,
while plugging in to an external power supply (mains electric,
generator or another machine) for the processing of material.

One company that has shown a keen interest in this
technology is FP McCann – who supply a wide range of
aggregate products to the construction industry throughout
the UK & Ireland. As part of their growth strategy and
commitment to sustainability, FP McCann have been trialling
the Powerscreen Chieftain 2100XE at one of their large quarry
operations in Northern Ireland.  

Chris McCloy, Regional Quarry Manager at FP McCann said
“The adoption of new technology across the quarrying sector
has been extraordinary.  Innovations such as the Chieftain
2100XE ensure we are well placed to deliver on our
sustainability efforts while incorporating increased efficiency,
accuracy, and safety. This is in line with the company’s efforts
to achieving net zero by 2050.”

Benefits of Transport Engine Machines

• Eco-Friendly – Electric powered machines are less harmful
to the environment than conventional fuel driven
machines.

• Efficiency – As well environmental benefits, these
machines are more cost effective to run and therefore
provide operators with a lower cost per tonne.

• Reduced Maintenance – There are less serviceable
components on small transport engines in comparison to
standard engines which reduces maintenance efforts.

• Increased Productivity – Less time spent fuelling and
servicing the machine helps to maximise uptime and
increase output.

• Improved Access – Electric powered machines can work on
sites where traditional machines cannot. Examples of this
include tunnels, areas beneath the weather table and city
centres with zero emission policies.

• Versatility – Transport engine machines can be powered
via another machine i.e a crusher or via direct electric plug
into mains electricity or generator. 

Neil Robinson, Product and Applications Manager at
Powerscreen said “It’s great to see forward thinking
companies like FP McCann embracing the latest technology in
crushing and screening. We now have 5 machines in the
Powerscreen range that are transport engine ready and we
will continue develop our product offering towards a more
sustainable future.”

FP McCann seek
sustainability with
Chieftain 2100XE

JCB Power Systems
crushing it for
Powerscreen

JCB Power Systems has won a contract to
supply Stage V IPU engines to leading
screening equipment manufacturer
Powerscreen®. 

The partnership will see bespoke specification JCB 81kW
and 97kW Stage V IPU engines power all of the latest
models in Powerscreen’s Warrior and Chieftain screening
ranges. This will include the Chieftain 1400, Warrior 1400X
and Chieftain 2100X models which have been flagships of
the Powerscreen brand for over 20 years. Production of the
new JCB powered equipment began in August 2022 with
the first models now in the market. 

Neil Robinson, Product and Applications Manager at
Powerscreen said: “We have been working with other
suppliers for decades but JCB came in and quickly provided
an excellent package for key Powerscreen products with
minimal fuss. 

“There were a number of reasons for initially specifying
these engines including JCB’s market reputation, availability
of stock and overall support package, particularly its
network across Stage V regions. We then worked very
closely with JCB Power Systems on design and integration of
the solution and we must give credit to the team for an
impressively fast and smooth transition process given the
scale of the project.”

JCB Power Systems OEM Engines Sales and Applications
Manager, Jon McNulty, said: “To be selected by a market
leading screener manufacturer such as Powerscreen is a
fantastic achievement for JCB engines and it is testament to
the capability and durability of our IPU models that they can
excel in the arduous crushing and screening environment.
Their proven performance in this type of application is
seeing JCB Power Systems gain significant traction in this
huge market.”

JCB 81kW and 97kW Stage V IPU engines highly efficient
performance with a simple, flexible    after-treatment
solution and common customer connection points to enable
easy integration with a wide range of OEM equipment
designs.

The engine packages have been engineered to be as small
as possible, while featuring engine mounted aftertreatment
– which comprises a diesel oxidation catalyst with a
selective catalytic reduction urea injection system for NOx
reduction as standard - to simplify engine integration.

Efficiency is the key focus, and the new models deliver
incredibly low fuel consumption, thus lowering CO2 and
other exhaust emissions. They are ideal for heavy duty
environments due to the high-power density of the engines,
with its robust design withstanding the environmental
factors that are seen in these applications such as dust and
vibration.
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The new Finlay® C-1550+ mobile cone crusher
will be premiered to the global market at
Conexpo 2023, on the Terex stand, located in
the Silver Lot at booth S5435.

Finlay® is delighted to launch the new C-1550+ mobile cone
crusher, which offers high capacity for the surface ore mining
and aggregate industries. The unit features the upgraded
Terex® 1300X cone crusher, which has been engineered to
offer operators reliability, economy and productivity on a
compact mobile platform that can be moved between and
around sites with ease.

Designed for flexible, high-capacity crushing, the Terex 1300X
covers a wide closed-side setting range that can be
hydraulically adjusted ‘on the fly’ and can be conveniently
actioned by the operator. 

Finlay launch new 
C-1550+ Mobile Cone 
Crusher  
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Maximum Productivity

To maximize productivity, the plant is fitted as standard with
an intelligent continuous flow feed system, regulated by
ultrasonic level sensors to monitor the crusher feed box,
maintain optimal volume of material flow and keep the
chamber choked to ensure consistency of product quality and
reduce liner wear. 

Protection against Uncrushable Material or
Contaminants

There is also an effective overload function, engineered into
the cone with automatic tramp release system to provide
protection against uncrushable materials. 

To protect the cone against contaminants in the material feed,
the hopper/feeder is fitted with an automated metal detection
and a patented purge system that can be safely operated
from ground level or by remote control to reduce downtime.  

Safety and Serviceability

The machine has been designed with safety and serviceability
in mind. The chamber is based on a mechanical design

(removing the need for all ‘hot works’) and around a common
upperframe that is compatible with all liner configurations to
maximize machine uptime and ease of maintenance. The
powerpack can also be accessed on both sides of the
generous catwalk and the engine isolator can be tagged out
to contribute to safe maintenance of the machine. Finally, the
hopper can be hydraulically folded and locked in place from
ground level, assisting efficient set up and tear down.

“At Finlay we are constantly striving to build upon our strong
and robust product line using real-world experience in the
field along with the latest technology to meet market and
customer needs. With this in mind, C-1550+ was designed
with safety, versatility, productivity and serviceability at its
core, and our testing sites for the machine has been very well
received. We look forward to showcasing this newest addition
and discussing its features and benefits at its first showing at
ConExpo 2023.”

To learn more about the new C-1550+ and/or to locate your
nearest dealer visit www.terex.com/finlay, or to keep updated
on our presence at ConExpo visit
https://www.terex.com/conexpo 
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That isn’t a typo. The McCloskey J50 you see on
this page has chomped its way through more
than 1,000,000 tonnes of material in a little over
18 months. And if that wasn’t impressive
enough, the material it has processed has
ranged from mixed recycled aggregates to
dense granite, straight from the blast face. 

Arriving at Collier Quarrying and Recycling, a sleek wind
turbine towers over the main offices, silently powering the
site. In the distance, you can hear the distinct sound of a
McCloskey Jaw Crusher doing what it does best. Wheel
loaders, articulated haulers and a blanket of dust initially
obscure the green machine from view. 

As the dust cloud clears, we were greeted by a truly
remarkable site. Surround by sheer rock face is a McCloskey
J50 Jaw Crusher, working its way through hundreds of tonnes
of granite, with crushed material pouring off the 48” wide
main conveyor. 

To its right, Brian Crawford, Plant Co-Ordinator, is loading
blast face granite into the J50’s 6.8m³ hopper, each bucket
feeding the machine with around 10tonnes of huge, dense
boulders. Meanwhile, wheel loaders busily collect stockpiled
material and load it directly into an army of customer grab
loaders or into one of the articulated haulers for stockpiling.
It’s a beautifully slick operation, with the McCloskey crusher
at the very heart of it.

“We are working with both recycling aggregates and virgin
material,” explains Duncan Collier, Managing Director. “Today,
it is in the quarry, but we track it around the site to work on
different materials. By moving the machine, we reduce
emissions and speed up the process, taking the equipment to
the material, not the other way round.”

“Here in quarry, after we blast, we bring the crusher in and
feed it from the ground, right off the blast face.  It’s very
dense, good quality stuff, some of the hardest stone in the
area.”

“The McCloskey is a mightily impressive machine. We had two
crushers in here before from other manufacturers, but we
were looking for something to give us better output. We
trailed other machines, but they didn’t deliver the quality we
needed. Then we tried this McCloskey and it outrun the
competition, hands down. The tonnage, how well it coped

The Million Tonne Crusher
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with a range of materials and the quality of the product, it
was head and shoulders above the rest, hence why it is here.” 

McCloskey’s reputation for proven performance is renown
globally, and the J50 embodies this entirely. For example, the
jaw box on the McCloskey J50 – the widest jaw in its class
measuring an impressive 1270mm (50”) – is highly effective.
As well as its size, multiple enhancements are employed by
McCloskey to deliver maximum productivity. Heavier flywheels
and faster jaw speeds deliver better reduction and material
being processed faster through the crushing chamber which in
this application sees throughputs in excess of 300 tonnes per
hour.

Aside from our headline figure, we saw first-hand just how
efficient McCloskey’s jaw box is. Throughout our entire visit,
the excavator did not stop once. Load after load, Brian wasn’t
left waiting at any point. Complimenting the J50’s class-
leading performance and capacity is the largest stockpile
height in its category, further enabling greater throughput by
minimising limiting factors.

“About six weeks ago, Brian came into the office with a photo
of the scale display; it was reading 999,900 and was only a
few loads away from one million, but the readout only had six
figures. We all thought it would go back to zero, like the
mileometer in an old car, but as it hit the magic 1,000,000,
the display went to dashes! It’s the only thing that has broken
on the machine – and it’s the only part that isn’t made by
McCloskey. Otherwise, we’ve had no downtime at all, just
routine maintenance.

“McCloskey Equipment are fantastic. When they brought the
machine in, we were immediately impressed with the
efficiency of service from the team and the aftersales support
has been second to none, especially from Chris McKinstry, our
sales manager. Any questions or spare parts have always been
answered and provided promptly, which has ultimately led to
maximum uptime and the J50 delivering more than one
million tonnes in just over a year.

“We would have another McCloskey in a heartbeat. It so
operator friendly – pull the lever and away it goes – and it
keeps going all day, every day. Everyone who sees the
machine and what it is working with can’t believe the
performance. The results speak for themselves, it’s a
remarkable achievement from a brilliant piece of kit.”
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With the market launch of the new MOBICAT
MC 110(i) EVO2, Kleemann presents a mobile
jaw crushing plant of the new generation. The
further development of the tried and tested
predecessor plant offers users groundbreaking
technologies for optimising all areas of a typical
workday. Focus on economy, operability and
sustainability.

Flexible to use in natural stone or recycling

During the development of the mobile jaw crusher plant
MOBICAT MC 110(i) EVO2, Kleemann concentrated on the
requirements of demolition and building companies,
contractor crushers and quarry operators. With an hourly
output of up to 400 t/h, the new mobile jaw crusher meets
the requirements in the medium output range. It delivers an
impressive performance in a wide variety of quarry and
recycling application, where the emphasis is on effective
coarse crushing. 

Convincing plant design makes faster start-up
possible

During the further development of the MC 110(i) EVO2, the
development engineers from Kleemann in the main German
factory in Göppingen placed the focal point on optimum
transportability and a fast start-up. The transport height was
reduced by 20 cm to 3.40 m. Relocation is now possible with
simplified transport by means of semi low-loaders. The start-
up procedure itself takes only around 10 minutes and includes
set-up times for flaps, belts and feed hopper.

Higher availability through innovative overload
and control system

A special highlight of the MOBICAT MC 110(i) EVO2 is a new
effective two-stage overload system. It effectively prevents

blockages and material bridging that can lead to unwanted
downtimes. If uncrushable material enters the crushing
process, the CSS opens 2x faster than with the predecessor
plant or, as an option, even up to 40x faster. This increases the
availability and thus the overall output. Once again Kleemann
demonstrates its competence here with innovative solutions
for crushing plants.

Optimised operating concept simplifies plant
operation

With the further development of SPECTIVE, Kleemann has set
the standards for user interfaces in the sector even higher.
This digital operating concept has an intuitive structure and
revolutionises plant operation with its extensive features. The
12" touch panel has been optimised with regard to user
guidance and visualisation. Furthermore, new components
such as a radio remote control and a small radio remote
control have been integrated in the SPECTIVE world. The new
digital solution SPECTIVE CONNECT sends all important plant
data to the smartphone.  

Process optimisation in every phase increases
utilisation and productivity

In the new MOBICAT MC 110(i) EVO2, Kleemann has
integrated a series of new technologies and improvements.
The CFS - Continuous Feed System guarantees a continuous
crusher feed and thus a daily output of up to 10% more. The
independent double-deck prescreen effectively separates fines
before they reach the crushing process. This increases the total
plant throughput and is gentle, for example, on downstream
cone crushers in the second crushing stage. Improved feed
behaviour is guaranteed on the one hand by the extra long
articulated crusher jaw, whereas a flattened transition to the
crushing chamber makes an optimum material flow possible.
The accessibility for fast, safe and convenient maintenance
has also been optimised. 

Energy efficiency with sustainable concepts

With its innovative technical solutions, Kleemann concentrates
on the subject of energy efficiency in all of its new and further
developments. The improved diesel-direct drive concept is
characterised by the economic use of fuel, which minimises
operating costs. The power fan guarantees an increased
cooling capacity, operates only when required and reduces
fuel consumption. With its forward-looking, innovative
technologies, the company not only wants to take economic
aspects into consideration but also to set standards with
regard to sustainability.

Kleemann | New Mobile Jaw Crusher
Plant MOBICAT MC 110(i) EVO2 
Efficient key player with large range of application

The MOBICAT MC 110(i) EVO2 is designed for the first crushing stage
and is used in medium-hard to hard natural stone and in recycling.
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Metso Outotec is introducing yet another
innovative digital offering expansion to now
cover stationary crushers and NW Rapid
equipment. The expanded Metrics remote
monitoring solution offers full connectivity to
support aggregate contractors and quarries with
their critical crushing and screening process. 

Metrics helps customers to optimize their process, as they can
easily see how changes implemented at their site have
impacted their operations. For example, continuous, 24/7 real-
time data helps customers and our service teams to boost
equipment availability and reduce unplanned downtime. 

“All our aggregates customers can now benefit from our
remote monitoring solution. Accessing all the powerful data
through a single Metrics portal is our guiding principle when
it comes to the development of our offering. Metso Outotec
Metrics is the cornerstone of our digital offering, providing
customers with optimized uptime and performance through
our aggregates services and solutions. We want to support our
customers in reaching the full potential of their production
plants by switching to a higher gear when it comes to
performance. ‘Commit to understanding’ is the crucial first
step towards achieving an optimized plant, and we want to
be there every step of the way,” says Heikki Laxell, Director,
Value Selling Development at Metso Outotec. 

Metso Outotec Metrics enables new types of Life Cycle
Services (LCS) contracts by integrating digital offerings to
continuously improve the efficiency of customer processes. The
new remote monitoring solution brings more uptime, capacity,
and performance, and this supports improved operational
efficiency and brings multiple sustainability benefits. Being
more efficient and having a higher utilization rate enhances

sustainability. In addition, the customer benefits through
reduced machine idling and energy consumption as well as
improved wear performance, which leads to less waste.  

By combining Metrics with our global service footprint, Metso
Outotec and its distributor partners can support customers in
making data-driven decisions that impact their operations. 

Metso Outotec Metrics offers unique benefits:  

• With its 24/7 online monitoring capabilities, Metrics offers
improved safety, increased uptime and throughput, and
reduced unplanned maintenance.   

• Operators, controllers and service professionals can see a
real-time analysis of performance.   

• The user interface can be tailored to address different
customer needs. New features and functions can also be
updated remotely.  

• An easy-to-read dashboard with OEM insights makes it
possible to quickly detect potential issues and take
corrective actions proactively.  

• Metrics includes CO2 tracking for sustainability benefits for
mobile Lokotracks. 

Metrics built-in to new equipment and legacy machines: 

While newer machines come equipped with Metso Outotec
Metrics, legacy equipment can in most cases be modernized
to integrate digital connectivity with a Retrofit Kit. In the first
phase, the Retrofit Kit is available for a wide range of track
and wheel-mounted units, crushers and screens.  

Metso Outotec Metrics now extended
to cover stationary crushers
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The new MOBISCREEN MSS 802(i) EVO offers
users a mobile, efficient screening plant that
was designed to meet changing challenges in
different application areas. With its well-
thought-out plant design and flexible
conversion options, Kleemann demonstrates
how a high material flow can be guaranteed in
natural stone and recycling applications. 

Screening made easy

With the development of the MOBISCREEN MSS 802(i) EVO, a
new generation of screening plants and successor of the MS
15 Z, Kleemann consciously places the focus on the user
perspective. The technology behind the screening process
must be easy and safe to use for all users. The new plant
impresses not only with technological highlights in the
process sequence, but also through its ergonomic design,
optimised operation and the user-friendly maintenance
concept. 

Improved mobility and flexibility in application

With its proportionally controlled running gear, the plant can
be quickly relocated either by a low-loader to the job site or
within the building site. Apart from other improvements of the
new MSS 802(i) EVO, folding of the side discharge conveyors
without the need for disassembly clearly reduces set-up times.
Increased application variability is provided by a hopper rear
wall that can be folded to three heights, which permits
feeding of crushing plants with a lower discharge height. The
large offer of screen surfaces and simple adjustment of the
screen parameters, which make rapid adaptation of the MSS
802(i) EVO to a very wide range of feed materials possible,
reduce set-up times and thus personnel requirements and
costs. The screen casing angle with a wide adjustment range
from 15.4 – 20° makes optimisation of the screening capacity
possible.   Special highlight: the simple and fast conversion
from 3- to 2-way grit. The MSS 802(i) EVO can therefore be

used to produce and discharge two or three final grain
sizes and the conversion is fast and

simple.

Operability and ergonomics for more comfort
and safety 

An intuitive plant control with automatic start reduces the risk
of operating errors and saves learning times. All relevant
functions can be operated from a safe distance, which offers
high work safety. Further user-friendly aspects include very
good access options and intelligent cleaning solutions, which
minimise downtimes caused by maintenance. With all of these
solutions, Kleemann placed the focus on the typical workday
of users. This also applies to the standard series LED lighting,
the optionally available extended premium lighting of work
areas or the generously proportioned work platforms. 

Efficient and precise process sequences for
optimum material flow

An optimised material flow is a central aspect of all screening
plants. Only if all components are tuned to one another can
high productivity with minimised operating costs be achieved.
With its new mobile screen for coarse elements, Kleemann
demonstrates what screening plants of the latest generation
can achieve. This includes a wide crusher discharge conveyor
on which, like all of the other conveyors, the speed can be
steplessly adjusted, as well as a large material transfer system
to the screen deck for optimum utilisation of the screening
surfaces. High discharge heights and thus higher stockpiles
thanks to the optionally available extended crusher discharge
conveyor and telescopic side discharge conveyors guarantee
ideal processes on the building site. 

It goes without saying that the new MOBISCREEN MSS 802(i)
EVO can be operated through line coupling with all EVO and
PRO crushing plants integrated in the process and safety
system. Special application flexibility is provided by the
stockpile probe required for the process coupling, which can
be placed on any discharge conveyor of the plant.

Kleemann | Mobile Screen for Coarse
Elements MOBISCREEN MSS 802(i) EVO 
More flexibility and efficient on site
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The MSS 802(i) EVO impresses with a feed capacity of
up to 500 t/h in natural stone and in recycling.
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The ProStack Telson 42 Radial Telescopic
Conveyor is the ideal solution for large scale
operations that need to maximise stockpile
capacity. It has a working length of 42 metres,
270  of radial movement and is available in
tonnage options from 0-2000Tph. With a
stockpile height of 14 metres and maximum
stockpile capacity of approximately 100,000
tonnes the Telson 42 provides a heavy-duty
solution to bulk material handling.

Available in pit portable or road towable variants, the Telson
42 is a high-quality machine suitable for almost all
applications including ports, terminals, mining, quarry and
aggregate applications. The pit portable version has multi-
functional wheels which can be repositioned to perform the
radial function, while the road towable version allows the
machine to be towed on the road in countries where it is
permitted.

Other features include a fully electric drive, allowing the
machine to be run from site electric or from an electric
crusher, reducing machine maintenance. Automated stockpile
patterns can be generated, reducing segregation, degradation,
contamination and compaction, ensuring the correct
specification for any application or industry. The Telson 42 also
has a lattice design for increased strength while overall
weight is reduced.

Steven Aiken, ProStack’s Business Line Director, says that “the
Telson 42 is one of many specifications available in the Telson
Telescopic Conveyor range. As with all ProStack conveyors, the
Telson 42 has a whole multitude of options available and can
be tailored to the customers needs. This allows it to operate in
a port and terminal setting as well as in a quarry.” 

For more information on the Telson 42 Telescopic Conveyor
contact ProStack at ProStack@terex.com or visit
www.terex.com/ProStack. 

The Telson 42 Telescopic Conveyor is
the ideal solution
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PowerX Equipment recently completed an
impressive plant installation for a customer in
North Wales. 

The customer required a plant to process 500 tonnes of
material per hour into the main crusher with up to 300 tonnes
per hour going into the secondary cone crusher. One of the
main requirements was to keep power to a minimum with all
drives being inverter driven to reduce the peaks. To improve
the end product, 0-6mm of dust was to be removed in three
areas of the operation.

PowerX Equipment designed the plant to the exact customer
specifications and installed the best equipment for the job,
including two Terex Cedarapids TG cone crushers. The TG320
Extra Coarse Cone Crusher was installed as the secondary
crusher with a TG320 Medium Fine acting as the tertiary
crusher. Cones were installed to produce less dust and more
10mm material compared to a secondary impactor. The two
TG320 cones have interchangeable spares, and utilise the
same base mount, drive train and power rating. It is the ideal
choice for secondary or tertiary applications. It can also be
utilised in a control fed sand and gravel primary application.

The range of bronze bushing Terex Cedarapids TG Series cone
crushers are the latest addition to the world leading Terex

Cedarapids Cone Crusher Range. These impressive cone
crushers can be easily and efficiently set up to perform and
deliver the best cost per ton cubicle product by selecting the
optimum crushing cavity and eccentric throw to suit the
application requirements. From a coarse secondary right
through to fine quaternary, the TG series cone crushers will
consistently exceed all performance expectations.

The advanced automation control system, fitted as standard
on all TG Series Cones, improves performance and cone safety.
With its user-friendly interface and advanced technology the
control system will continuously monitor the cone’s
operational parameters and make the necessary adjustments
to ensure consistent peak performance. 

The TG cone range can also be configured with a secondary
upper frame. The TGS configuration can accept a 65-80%
larger feed in size compared to all other types of cones in the
same power rating, and the steep angled head design
accounts for an increased throughput in capacity and the
ability to sustain an on/off feed. The consistent feed in
opening, through the full wear life of the liners, results in no
reduction in maximum feed size and limited fluctuation in
output gradings.

PowerX Equipment completes
Crushing and Screening Installation
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The TGS series cones come with advanced automation cone
controls as standard. It has numerous choices of crusher
cavities and eccentric throws, which allow the cone to be
easily adapted to all application requirements at a minimal
cost. This, coupled with the exceptional productivity, results in
an overall lower cost per ton average.

PowerX Equipment installed two Terex Cedarapids MHS620
Screen Modules with 6’ x 20’ TSV6203 screen and splitter
gates on the three deck MHS module to allow for blending of
material to produce various product sizes. The 4-section (25%)
blending gate system for the top and middle decks and the 2-
section (50%) blending gates for the bottom deck allows for
the combining of bottom and fines, centre and bottom, and
top and centre deck products. 

The MHS620 modular horizontal screen features the extremely
efficient Cedarapids® LJ-TSV screen with its legendary ElJay®
oval stroke action. The main structure is made from galvanised
steel including walkway, steps and handrails. The horizontal
screens benefit from an integrated rolling chute mechanism
and integrated AR steel fabricated rotational trouser leg
chutes.

The screen drive operates at an impressive 40hp (30kW) TEFC
motor with V Belt drive standard, motor mount and guarding.
The 36” (900mm) under screen conveyor runs an electric 10hp
(7.5kW) motor with vulcanised 3-ply belt.

In addition to the TG cone crushers and Terex Cedarapids
screen modules, a full conveyor belt package was designed
and installed including a new transfer conveyor from the
existing processing area to the new recovery tunnel with two
feeders by the PowerX Equipment team, completing the plant
installation. All conveyors are galvanised and have galvanized
covers, which minimises any airborne dust particles. The
covers are easily raised and fixed for inspection and
maintenance purposes. Access for maintenance for the whole
installation was a prime discussion point between the
customer and PowerX Equipment. All aspects of the project
were discussed and agreed prior to being implemented by the
PowerX Equipment design and installation engineers. PowerX
Equipment carried out the Principal Contractor role
throughout, project management from appointment to
handover.
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Based in Rochester, Kent, and supported by
satellite sites to provide nationwide coverage,
KKB Group are specialists in providing niche
services to the remediation, recycling, plant
hire, plant sales, specialist demolition hire and
civil engineering sectors.

In 2021 KKB Group were appointed to carry out crushing and
screening of all incoming aggregates for one of their clients
operating out of Tilbury 2. Tilbury 2 is London’s fastest
growing port and the UK’s largest construction materials
aggregates terminal. The site acts as a hub for materials
required across London and surrounding areas, with the
riverside location enabling the easy import of raw materials
and facilitates the use of the River Thames as a delivery route
for processed construction materials.

The company run a large fleet of crushing & screening
equipment, recently investing in a trio of new Powerscreen
machines from Blue Machinery Southern. A 1300 Maxtrak
cone crusher, a Chieftain 1700X screen and Chieftain 2200
screen were delivered to the Tilbury 2 site in November.

Blue Machinery supply a trio
of Powerscreen machines for
KKB at Tilbury 2
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The new machines are processing blasted sandstone, which
arrives pre-crushed before being fed into the 1300 Maxtrak.
The Chieftain 1700X and 2200 are producing single size
aggregates to be used in asphalt and concrete production.

Based on the 1300 Automax, the 1300 Maxtrak mobile cone
crusher excels in the production of sub-base or aggregates,
provides excellent cubicity, throughput and reduction ratios.
With throughput up to 350 tph and a highly fuel-efficient
direct drive system, the 1300 Maxtrak is a leader in its class.

Built on the success of the original Powerscreen Chieftain
1700 incline screener, the new model has many new features
that offer customers greatly increased throughput with
significantly improved fuel efficiency. One of the new benefits
is the patented 4 bearing screen box configuration as
standard, giving an extremely aggressive box with 17.5%
more G force than its predecessor. For those preferring a 2-
bearing setup, the new 1700X can easily be quickly converted
to a 2-bearing machine, giving exceptional versatility.
Powered by a Stage V compliant CAT 4.4 engine, the 1700X
screener consumes on average between 10 and 15% less fuel.

The Powerscreen Chieftain 2200 3 deck screen is designed for
operators who require large volumes of high specification
products with maximum versatility. Its patent pending drive
system allows switching between 2 and 4 bearing with bolt-
on parts. By splitting up into two individual boxes, the
Chieftain 2200 3 deck can run aggressively without the
constraints of a larger box. The machine is equipped with
heavy duty single shaft screen boxes with adjustable stroke,
angle, and speed.

Andy Shaw, Contract Crushing and Aggregate Recycling
Director at KKB Group, adds his thoughts on Blue – “We have
been building a great relationship with Blue and Matt Scott, I
have no doubt that the purchase of these machines for our
crushing & screening fleet will stand us in good stead. After a
comprehensive UK market review of available equipment and
taking into consideration Productivity, Fuel Consumption and
Cost, Blue machinery was our preferred bidder. The availability
of parts and product knowledge at their Spares company was
a big factor for us”.
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In January 2022, TEMA ISENMANN
successfully commissioned their bespoke heavy
duty Isecord polyurethane flat bolt down panels
and WS85 modules for a new primary screening
application in a UK based quarry.

Guided by a long-established working relationship, the end
user’s engineering and procurement departments selected
TEMA ISENMANN’S polyurethane for both decks on their new
3.15 x 7.6m double deck primary screen.

TEMA ISENMANN’S technical department were tasked with
designing a suitable panel that could withstand a feed rate of
2,200 tonnes per hour -285/+0mm granite. The team of
designers which included Managing Director, Philip Cranston,
who has over 40 years of industry experience in conjunction
with drawing engineers at our state of art manufacturing
facility and offices in Karlsruhe, Germany got to work on
creating the bespoke Isecord panels.

After careful planning, the team had engineered a 70mm
thick upper deck panel which features upstanding 70mm tall
skid bars. Attention was considered when selecting the
appropriate tooling for the 100mm round apertures which had
to be strategically positioned to protect the cross-members.

After commissioning, the early feedback from site was very
positive with confirmation that the polyurethane primary

panels and modules for both decks were standing up well to
the high tonnage demands whilst screening efficiently. 

Fast forward to November 2022, TEMA ISENMANN engineers
Maurice Bishton and Andrew Cox were invited to the quarry
to conduct a full deck inspection. Both were delighted to
discover that although approximately 1.5 million tonnes of
material had been fed to the screen, the screening media was
still in good working order with plenty of service life
remaining. TEMA ISENMANN had offered a product lifetime
guarantee of 1,000,000 tonnes feed which at the time of
reporting has been exceeded by 50%.

Polyurethane Media - a great
success on a UK Primary
Scalping Screen
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The Maintenance Manager of the quarry has given his upbeat
feedback,” as a customer and user of TEMA ISENMANN
screen media at the quarry we have been using the Isecord
panels and WS85 modules for the past 12 months on our
scalping screen with primary crushed stone. We have found
them to be of excellent quality, being very robust and hard
wearing with longevity in their initial structure which
eliminates any pegging and trapped rock. This also reduces
the possibility of any blockages during production”

It was concluded by site “Our screen fitters are
pleased with their performance and have
continued to request spares of the same.”

Off the back of this success and a further
UK primary installation in December
2022, Sales Engineers from TEMA
ISENMANN are spreading the word
of the triumphant results.
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Looking at the year ahead EvoQuip are set to
have a very busy year with several marquee
events taking place along with some major
product launches and innovations.

The brand-new EvoQuip Bison 340 jaw crusher has just been
announced. This high-performance primary jaw crusher
launched in January 2023 and set the tone for EvoQuip this
year. With a 1000mm x 600mm jaw chamber opening that
boasts a potential output of up to 280 tph (308 US tph) it’s a
game changer for the quarry, demolition, recycling and mining
industries. 

A hydrostatic drive is included as standard so that the jaw
crusher can be run in reverse. This is particularly useful for
removing blockages within the chamber and when crushing
sticky applications like asphalt.

Also new in 2023 is the Falcon 820 compact finishing screen.
A rugged design allows it to screen sand and gravel, crushed
stone, coal, topsoil and demolition waste. It boasts a double
deck, 2 bearing 8’x4’ screenbox, its versatile and robust
design makes it ideal for multiple screening applications. In
addition, the Falcon 820's compact transport envelope allows
it to be transported easily between sites.

Andrew Armstrong, EvoQuip’s Product Manager, explained
that “we have a big year ahead of us with some new product
launches like the Bison 340 and Falcon 820. These machines
will really add to their respective product ranges. In addition
to these products, we’re in the final stages of developing a
compact mobile shredder that will be designed to handle
asphalt, C&D as well as general waste. We are excited about
the addition of the compact shredder to our portfolio, its
versatility will be a real benefit to our dealer network and
customers.” 

Innovation isn’t limited to machinery at EvoQuip. Crush,
Screen and In-between is a new podcast produced in house.
Each episode discusses the latest news and hot topics within
the crushing and screening industry. Michael Garvey, host of
the podcast and Training & Applications Manager at EvoQuip,
says “we really wanted the podcast to be focused on the
industry as a whole. It was important for us that it wasn’t just
an advertisement for EvoQuip. In past episodes we’ve
discussed recycling, trade shows and even news stories from
some of our competitors, all while trying not to take ourselves
too seriously”. Crush, Screen & In-between can be found by
searching on your favourite podcast provider. 

For more information on EvoQuip visit
www.terex.com/EvoQuip. 

EvoQuip ringing in the
changes in 2023
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Plant optimization

Plant optimization is an ongoing process that is part of the
circuit; it is not simply a task to be performed. You must have
a system in place to achieve the lowest cost per ton. The
system is the process of measurement and adjustment —
how you look at your process, how you make your
adjustments, how you measure, etc. — and it needs to be
consistent. 

To begin the plant optimization process, follow these three
steps:

1. ASSESS THE CAPABILITIES OF THE
CIRCUIT

Establish the design capacity of every piece of equipment
within the complete circuit by first gathering the production
capacities as rated by the manufacturer. Consider the external
factors that can affect the capacity of the equipment, such as
the material hardness, shape, moisture content, gradation, etc.
Identify the design limitations or bottlenecks that will
decrease capacity. 

Perform a physical assessment of each component to identify
actual capabilities.

Conduct a crusher performance assessment of the following:

• Confirm that the crusher is operating at a choke level.

• Take belt cuts of the feed and discharge from each crusher.

• Record the crusher closed-side setting.

• Record the crusher power draw.

• Check the conveyor belt speeds.

• Identify the condition of the crusher liners at the time of
sampling.

• Identify the percent passing the crusher closed-side
setting. 

• Identify the amount of recirculating load coming back to
the crusher if operating in a closed circuit). 

Output gradations are important, so be sure to conduct an
assessment of the crusher conveyor belt cuts to determine:

• The actual crusher throughput (stph).

• The ratio of reduction (F80 divided by P80).

• The percent passing the crusher closed-side setting.

• The product shape being produced by the crusher.

Don’t neglect to perform an assessment of the screen’s
performance. The screen is the cashbox of the plant. While the
crusher produces a gradation, it is the screen that produces
the product for the specification. 

Ineffective screening of the crusher feed will have a
detrimental effect on the crusher’s operation in terms of
wasted horsepower, lower reduction ratio and increased wear.

To assess the screen’s performance:

• Take a belt cut of the screen feed conveyor belt.

• Take screen deck discharge belt cuts.

• Check the conveyor belts speeds (feet per minute).

• Measure the bed depth at the discharge tip of each screen
deck.

• Check and record the screen speed.

• Check and record the screen stroke.

• Check and record the stroke angle.

• Make sure the snubbers are properly set and aligned.

3 Steps for Optimizing your
Processing Plant to increase
tons per hour
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Following these three steps will help you produce an extra 3 to
5 tons an hour of material.
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2. FORECAST PRODUCTION NEEDS

Once the circuit capabilities are established through the
assessment process, it is necessary to set a production
schedule. 

Forecast your production needs by meeting with your sales
team and customers to talk about trends in the marketplace
— what customers are buying and what customers aren’t
buying — to determine a production schedule. The production
schedule will be a combination of the sales forecast and what
your plant can actually produce. 

Work with a complete management team to establish a
realistic sales forecast, and review it regularly. 

3. MAINTAIN CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

The key to maintaining the circuit’s production performance is
establishing procedures to identify how each component is
operating. Each piece of equipment has its own operating
parameters.

Crushers

To maintain crusher performance:

• Understand the crusher design limits, i.e. volume, power,
force.

• Keep a daily operator’s log sheet.

• Maintain a proper well-blended feed to the center of the
crusher.

• Minimize feed segregation.

• Select the proper crusher liners.

• Change liners when you notice a 10% decrease in
productivity.

• Maintain proper feed top size to the crusher.

• Adjust the crusher closed-side setting frequently.

• Maintain the proper crusher drive belt tension.

• Maintain clean crusher lubricating oil.

Screens

To maintain screen performance:

• Check and maintain proper screen media and stroke.

• Select the proper screen media.

• Inspect the media for wear or failure frequently.

• Inspect the tension of the screen media.

• Make certain that the screen is being fed correctly.

• Maintain adequate clearance around the screen body.

• Maintain proper drive belt tension.

• Lubricate the screen bearings per the manufacturer’s
instruction. 

• Check the spring condition.

• Check the snubber adjustment.

Conveyors

To maintain conveyor performance:

• Inspect conveyor idlers (carrying and return).

• Inspect conveyor pulleys (head, tail and gravity take-up).

• Inspect conveyor belt condition and tension.

• Inspect the belt splice.

• Check and maintain proper drive belt tension.

• Change the reducer oil per the manufacturer’s instruction.

• Lubricate the conveyor bearings per the manufacturer’s
instruction.

Prepare a preventative maintenance program

Scheduled maintenance is the only way to ensure that the
circuit will continue to produce. Taking some time each shift,
week, month, quarter, year, etc. to inspect components can
prevent unexpected and often costly breakdowns.

Prepare a written preventative maintenance program (your
manufacturer can provide recommendations for each piece of
equipment) that includes specific dates when work will be
completed and have it approved by the management team. 

The most important part of a preventative maintenance
program is sticking to it. Regardless of production
requirements or if you think you can skip a day, preventative
maintenance will ensure optimal operation of your
equipment.

Maximize production levels

The most efficient way to maximize the production levels of
the processing circuit is with an ongoing system. This system
is simple, but it takes time. 

First, you need to take time to assess the circuit in order to
understand how your equipment is operating. This will help
you to determine if you are producing what you want and
how to adjust the circuit to make changes if you are not. It
allows you to see what happens as you make changes and
whether those changes have a positive effect on the plant.
Documenting each step in the assessment process is key to
realizing the benefits of your efforts. 

Next, take time to put together a production scheduled based
on forecasts in the marketplace. Knowing you need to
produce so many tons of a certain product in a certain
amount of time and factoring in downtime will tell you how
many hours you need to operate to meet those goals. Monitor
the forecast monthly or quarterly.

Finally, establish and stick to a preventative maintenance
schedule to ensure optimal equipment operation. 

Following these three steps leads to a much better operation.
It will help you determine how to produce an extra 3 to 5
tons per hour, keep production in line with what sales is
making, and make products customers want to buy today and
tomorrow. This system is the only way to ensure that the
circuit is producing the desired size products at the lowest
cost per ton.
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STADLER has designed the facility to
automatically sort light plastic
packaging and LIMEX, an
environmentally friendly, limestone
based material developed and
produced by TBM. The plant will be
part of a collaboration between TBM
and the city of Yokosuka to promote
the collection and recycling of plastic
waste and LIMEX for the entire city
and surrounding areas. TBM also
plans to use the plant to develop a
pioneering resource recycling model
with the aim of contributing to a
decarbonized society.

TBM is a Japanese unicorn company founded
with the vision to “build on the past to create the
future, with innovations to sustain a circular
ecosystem lasting for centuries.” It aims to
contribute to a decarbonized society through the
development of new environmentally friendly
materials and new resource recycling models. 

TBM’s flagship product is a revolutionary sustainable material,
LIMEX. It is an effective alternative to plastic and paper that
can be used in the production of a wide variety of products,
such as packaging, food containers, shopping bags, and backlit
film. It is mainly made of limestone, an abundant resource, and
has a water footprint approximately 97% smaller than paper
and a carbon footprint up to 40% smaller than plastic on a life
cycle basis (depending on the type of plastic). In addition, once

used, it can be recycled to produce new plastic alternative
materials. These characteristics have earned LIMEX the Asia-
Pacific Stevie Award 2017 in the category of Innovation in
Energy & Sustainability. 

As part of its strategy to accelerate the use of LIMEX products
and reduce consumption of natural resources, TBM
commissioned STADLER to design and install a new state-of-
the-art sorting plant. The facility uses the latest technologies
to separate LIMEX and plastic light packaging, which is
recycled into pellets for use in the production of packaging. >

STADLER designs and installs state-
of-the-art light packaging sorting
plant for TBM in Yokosuka, Japan

2 TBM Sorting Plant in Japan

Commissioning at TBM Sorting Plant  STADLER and TBM Teams
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State-of-the-art technology and innovative
thinking in a tailor-made design

The sorting plant receives bales of light packaging made of
plastic materials and LIMEX, and sorts them into metals, PP,
PE, PS, PET and mixed plastics for RDF, a 2D fraction and fines.
The sorted output materials are stored in bunkers, and the 3D
PP, PE, PS, PET and mixed plastics for RDF are subsequently fed
to a baling press. The plant uses the latest technologies to
achieve the high quality required to recycle the output
products. These include STADLER’s double-deck ballistic
separator, 2.9-meter wide high-speed conveyors and bunker
system, as well as 5 Near-Infrared (NIR) automated optical
sorters. 

Due to the particular characteristics of the sorted materials
and the space limitations in the building housing the plant, the
project required the innovative thinking that STADLER is
known for. “The plastic material we are processing at the plant
is extremely light,” explains Ursina Mutzner, International
Sales at STADLER. “When we ran trials with similar materials
at our Test Center in Germany, we saw that the paddles in the
double deck ballistic separator needed to be inclined more
than the maximum 25 degrees the machine is designed for. So,
when we designed the plant, we decided to place the ballistic
separator on a slightly sloping steel structure in order to
achieve the inclination of the paddles required to ensure the
best sorting quality.”

Takuya Sugiyama, Division Head, Recycling Plant Business,
TBM, adds: “The plant roof is quite low, so there wasn’t much
space between the ballistic separator and the ceiling. At first,
we thought we might have to remove part of the roof to place
the machine, but STADLER’s commissioning team made the
installation without any additional work. We at TBM greatly
appreciate their effort!”

STADLER’s ingenuity in the design and build stages has paid
off and the plant has been completed to TBM’s satisfaction:
Takuya Sugiyama has expressed particular appreciation for the
“European cutting-edge, beautiful design, the simple material
flow and high levels of safety standards. Every small detail is
designed beautifully. Everyone who visits the plant feels the
same and gives us positive comments. This makes us happy to
have worked with STADLER.”

A state-of-the-art plant delivered on a tight
schedule

The project presented several operational
challenges, beginning with logistics issues
and component shortages: “Because of the
global supply chain situation, it was difficult
to source some components,” says Ursina
Mutzner. “The warm commissioning was also
challenging because of the shortage of test
material, but we found ways of making it all
work and have the plant installed and ready

on time,” adds Megumi Sasaki, Japanese Adviser for STADLER.

Takuya Sugiyama agrees: “STADLER completed commissioning
on schedule with a small but efficient team! It was amazing to
take only 18 weeks from beginning to hand-over as originally
planned. We felt STADLER’s professionalism every day at the
plant.” 

A collaborative approach from the very first
contact to post-commissioning follow up

STADLER views its relationship with customers as a true
partnership and will go out of its way to ensure they make the
right decisions for their business and operation. For this
project, it organized a visit for TBM’s team to view a similar
plant it had built in Hyūga, in order to see first-hand the
results they could achieve at their Yokosuka facility. Takuya
Sugiyama found this very useful in making a choice: “We
visited many sorting plants, and it was obvious that STADER’s
plant has the highest level of operation excellence based on its
great experience and know-how developed through their
global business. We were also amazed at how beautiful
STADLER’s plant is.”

When developing the design, STADLER conducted tests in
Germany and then went the extra mile by testing TBM’s
materials at the plant in Hyüga Takuya Sugiyama was very
impressed: “We already had a good feeling about the STADLER
plant, but the test gave us confidence on our decision and
important evidence of what they could do for us.” 

STADLER also provided extensive training to TBM’s operators
so that they would be able to run the equipment effectively,
and will continue to support the company as the plant
operates. “Our real operation has just started, so that
continuous support and communication between STADLER and
TBM is very important. We would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone at STADLER for their work.” 

TBM Sorting Plant STADLER Ballistic Separator

TBM Sorting Plant in Japan

Ursina Mutzner

Inaguration Ceremony TBM Plant Mr.Yamaguchi - Ms.Sasaki -Mr.Fukuyama
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From their inception, CRS have been manufacturing Complete
Recycling Systems and C&D Waste Solutions across the globe.
Their experience in the industry now spanning over 20 years.

CRS are passionate about designing and developing world
class equipment. A combination of their highly skilled
workforce and location in the heart of the renowned, world
class engineering hub in Co Tyrone, Northern Ireland, are the
correct mix of ingredients to feed innovation in the industry
for the next 20 years and beyond.

With a product range spanning across both mobile and static
recycling machines, they are well equipped to meet and
exceed the unique requirements of individual waste plants.

Their latest machine the CRS-038 Mobile Tracked Screen, is
the next evolution in CRS Mobile Screening Plant, combining
their state of the art flip flow screening technology and
conventional scalping screen to produce a single machine that
does the work of two.

The CRS-038 can perform the processing and separation tasks
that previously would have required two separate machines,
resulting in substantial savings for the customer in terms or
capital outlay, running and service costs.

This machine can be run as a Plug-in Hybrid, running on
mains power or diesel generator. Requiring a minimal
footprint for operation, makes it suitable for the typical
confined sites in towns and cities, with quick set up time.

SCAN QR CODE for full product
specification or to arrange a
demonstration.

CRS NI Ltd and Agg Pro announce new UK
Partnership

CRS NI Ltd and Agg Pro, leading supplier of equipment for the
quarrying and recycling industries, have recently announced a
new partnership. 

Agg Pro will become the exclusive dealer for CRS NI Ltd
across England & Wales for their range of mobile & static
recycling machines.

As the momentum for households & businesses taking on the
challenges of recycling continues to grow, so does the need
for more recycling solutions and increased capacity. 

CRS’s new range of mobile & static solutions more than meets
that challenge. Facilitated through their new partner Agg Pro,
they will push out innovative solutions across the UK. 

“As CRS NI Ltd continues to expand its presence around the
globe and reach new markets, we are delighted to announce
our partnership with Agg Pro to cover the English & Welsh
markets. 

“CRS are known for our innovative and reliable world-class
systems and we will continue to push our research &
development to always keep us one step ahead. 

“We look forward to working with the Agg Pro team, a long
standing recycling equipment dealer, with a wealth of
knowledge and experience in the game.” said Sean Conlon,
Company Director at CRS NI Ltd. 

“We are very proud and immensely excited to bring CRS NI
Ltd to the UK market

“The recycling market is growing exponentially and we want
to ensure our customers are in a position to exploit any
opportunities that come their way.

“CRS are known for offering quality, cutting-edge recycling
systems that stand the test of time. Put simply, that’s exactly
what we want to supply our customers with.

“Along with the Agg Pro service support, it’s a strong
collaboration.” said Dean Ashton, Product Line Manager at
Agg Pro. 

For more information visit crsni.com and agg-pro.com 

The Next Evolution in CRS
Mobile Screening
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CRS are pushing ahead with Global Recycling Solutions

CRS capped off a busy year completing a number of Static Installations across the globe.

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

Rowcon Recycling are one of the largest privately-owned civil construction material suppliers and recyclers on the Sunshine
Coast, Eastern Australia. CRS were commissioned by Rowcon to design, manufacture & install a large C&D Waste Recycling
Facility in Brisbane.

CRS were able to gather a full needs analysis from Rowcon Recycling, working through their Australian partner, Waste Initiatives
and design a bespoke plant based around these requirements.

Rowcon needed a very clean product that could be further processed into various recycled products for multiple applications
such as road base and aggregate products. The requirements included an output of 50 tonnes per hour of mixed C&D, which
equates to about 120,000 tonnes per annum.

Working across two different time zones did present challenges, which all parties were able to adapt to. Continuous contact
with Rowcon, facilitated by Waste Initiative across the project, maintained a smooth relationship and enabled delivery of the
plant on time. 

The installation of the plant commenced mid-2022 with a footprint of just over 53 meters by 26 meters and completion during
the summer.

SHEFFIELD, UK

2022 also saw the completion of an RDF
Processing / Refinement Plant for
Fletchers Waste Management Company
in Sheffield. 

Fletchers were looking for a plant to
refine and improve their RDF product, by
removing hardcore stones and fines out
of it, which was adding to the tonnage
and cost for the business. The hardcore

and fines were a reusable product and the recovery of metals was an added bonus.

Frazer Lythcoe, Operations Director at Fletchers spoke after project completion, “We decided to choose CRS to supply our new
Waste Processing Plant, as we wanted to deal with individuals in the business that understood exactly what our objectives
were.

CRS had the exact expertise and knowledge that we were looking for. The commercial approach which CRS adopts and their
quick response time were also extremely important to our company.

The whole procedure from installation to the machine going live was very efficient. We did it in less time than we expected and
the downtime in the yard was incredible.”

SEATTLE, USA

The United Group in Seattle, approached
CRS in 2021 to commission a fully
electric Large Waste Recycling Plant
capable of separating & segregating C&D
Waste at 100 tonnes per hour.

CRS took on the project with installation
completed on-site by early 2022.

For more information visit crsni.com
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Essex-based waste management and recycling
solutions provider, Green Recycling, has
achieved its goal of becoming the UK’s first
picker-less C&I MRF thanks to investment in
sensor-based sorting equipment from TOMRA
Recycling Sorting. 

Green Recycling initially installed one of TOMRA’s AUTOSORT®

units at its C&I MRF in Maldon, Essex, in November 2021 to
recover fibre from the end of its process line. This not only
doubled the plant’s paper and cardboard production from c.50
tonnes to 100 tonnes per week, but also enabled the
company to redeploy four employees – who had previously
been manually picking paper and cardboard – into new, more
technically-skilled and appealing roles in the plant. Then, in
July 2022, Green Recycling shut down the plant to enable the
installation of four additional AUTOSORT® units, with the full
optimisation of all five units taking place at the start of
August. The additional units are programmed to automatically

recover plastic film, cardboard, wood, bottles and other rigid
plastics, while the original AUTOSORT® unit has switched to
recover mixed office paper. 

Jamie Smith, Operations Director at Green Recycling,
comments: “The four additional AUTOSORT® units from
TOMRA were the final piece in the jigsaw for our picker-less
MRF project. The COVID-19 pandemic made us realise that we
needed to change the business model and move away from
our reliance on manual picking. We have always had a keen
interest in automation and artificial intelligence, so over the
past 18 months we have invested heavily in automation to
enhance our screening, sizing and separation operations,
including ballistic separators, automated magnets and eddy
current separators. Thanks to this investment, and the addition
of the additional four latest generation AUTOSORT® units, we
can safely say that we are now operating a picker-less MRF
and all our former picking staff have been redeployed into
other roles within the business.”

TOMRA plays a key role in helping Green
Recycling achieve its goal of establishing
the UK’s first picker-less C&I MRF

The latest generation TOMRA AUTOSORT in action
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The process at Green Recycling’s C&I MRF

On arrival of the infeed material to the plant, the material is
sized and then sorted using 2D/3D ballistic separation, with
magnets used to remove metals. The 2D items are then further
sorted using TOMRA’s pioneering DEEP LAISER technology for
its AUTOSORT® units which enables a deeper sorting
sharpness to significantly improve the performance of the
sorting process. At Green Recycling’s plant, DEEP LAISER
enables the identification and subsequent removal of all film-
based material, including black waste bags. This material is
then sent for further resorting and film recycling/recovery in
the UK. 

The resulting 2D material then falls to the original AUTOSORT®

unit for fibre removal where, thanks to the prior removal of all
film-based material, more fibre than before can be removed.
This line has seen a reduction in overall waste by 80% by
weight. 

The 3D items that fall from the ballistic separator pass
through a magnet system which reduces the risk of damage
to the belts. This material then moves to a wood removal
system where a closer pitch on the nozzle system ensures
higher push power to eject wood.

Green Recycling has been particularly impressed with the
ability of the AUTOSORT® technology to sort and recover
plastics, as Jamie explains: “We always knew we had a lot of
plastics in our infeed material, but we have never been able
to fully quantify its volume and weight. Humans could never
pick enough volume to warrant this material being recovered,
and the speed at which the material passes through always
made recovery difficult even with previous AI technology that
we used. However, with the latest TOMRA equipment in place,
we are now able to recover significant volumes of plastics at
the high purity level required to meet industry demand. This
has dramatically improved our facility’s overall recycling
rates.” 

The final stage in the process sees a fibre clean-up of any out
of shape card, books and paper, of which there are large
volumes in the plant’s infeed material. The way that two of
the AUTOSORT® units have been positioned in the plant gives
Green Recycling further scope to link them together and
create a separate OCC and fibre grade in the future should
they wish.

Jamie concludes: “We are
recovering a far greater
tonnage and a much wider
range of materials than ever
before. Our production line is
no longer at the mercy of
holiday schedules, absences
or the continual challenge of
searching for staff to
undertake undesirable
manual picking work. The
investment in the new
equipment has actually
created two new skilled
technical operator roles
within the business to
manage and maintain the

TOMRA equipment. Now, even if we were to have several
staff members off at the same time, our plant can continue
running. 

“The AUTOSORT® units have enabled us to future-proof our
operations and ensure we are able to adapt to any future
changes in C&I waste arisings. This is a hugely positive step
for the business and one which will enable us to invest further
in technology and staff development both now and in the
future. Importantly, it has also helped us to close the loop on
plastics recycling by keeping material in the chain.”

Green Recycling has five AUTOSORT® units at its C&I MRF

Green Recycling is
the UK's first picker-
less C&I MRF

Green Recycling's paper and
cardboard production doubled as
soon as the AUTOSORT unit was
plugged in
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Undertaking your CIWM
(WAMITAB) route to competence

may be a daunting and overwhelming thought.
Since the Pandemic we have seen a huge change
with the increase of virtual training and online
assessments taking over from the physical
training aspects and face to face contact. 

However, we are here to make your training as seamless as
possible, offering both virtual and physical training routes to suit
your individual needs. 

Why Choose a Vocational Related Qualification
(VRQ)?

All permitted waste sites must ensure they comply with the
Environmental Permitting (England and Wales) Regulations.  This
means that there must a Technically Competent Manager (TCM)
on site.  The TCM must demonstrate primary competence by
completing one of the CIWM (WAMITAB) Operator Competence
Scheme Qualifications. 

The Level 4 VRQ is an ideal route for those who are new to the
industry and working on a low or medium risk site, or simply
prefer a “taught and tested” method of learning.  The
qualification is a 5 day in depth learning route that provides the
delegate with the relevant skills, knowledge and understanding
needed to work confidently and competently in the waste
industry.  

Once the delegate has completed the training course element of
the VRQ, they will then complete 6 question papers all relating to
the knowledge they have gained on the training course.  Once
they have successfully achieved the 6 question papers then they
will be issued with a certificate demonstrating their primary
competence. 

The course can be completed virtually from the comfort of your
own home, or alternatively one of our trainers can come to your
site.  We also have a VRQ course that we have tailored to cover
Scottish Legislation Requirements.

Choosing your Qualification Route

The required qualification will depend on your site activity, your
permit will determine the risk level of your site and will help in
selecting the correct qualification route.  The VRQ route is one of
the most cost-effective and efficient routes to achieve the
required level of competence.  We can offer a range of units
under the VRQ including Physical Treatment, Metal Recovery and
End of Life Vehicles to name a few.   The VRQ offers a total of 10
optional units, and you can undertake as many of these as you
like alongside the 5 mandatory units.  Have a look on our
website to see a full list of the optional units available.

If you are unsure of the qualification you need to take, then one
of our specialist team, can give you a call to discuss your permit
requirements and help you plan the best route to obtain your
competency with the VRQ.

Achieving your VRQ with Certora

We work closely with the team at CIWM (WAMITAB), our
trainers and the companies we deliver training to so that we can
ensure the VRQ is as interesting as possible, providing our
delegates with the knowledge needed to successfully achieve
their qualification, whilst ensuring the content is as up to date as
possible. 

Did you know that in addition to the VRQ, we provide a full remit
of CIWM (WAMITAB) qualifications.  Visit our website to see the
full range of waste qualifications and training courses available.

For more information on the VRQ or any other training needs
please call 01246 386900 and speak to one of our dedicated
sales team. 

Why the CIWM (WAMITAB)
VRQ route is right for you!
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Most conveyor belts in severe duty applications typically don’t
just wear out.  More often, they experience a shortened life
from catastrophic events, whether it’s a significant impact,
splice failure or piercing damage.  Or they suffer from chronic
issues such as mistracking or frozen idlers.  In addition to
correcting such problems to extend belt life, a concern to many
bulk material handling operations is the damage from loading,
belt wear from cleaning devices and the difficulty of cleaning
damaged belts.  

Belt Wear from Loading

Since the belt is a major cost element in the process of
conveying bulk materials, much attention is focused on
reducing wear and damage.  In general, loading wear occurs
over a long period of time from the discharge of material onto
the belt and from contact with conveyor components such as
idlers and belt cleaners.  Belt wear from loading includes both
impact damage and frictional wear.  

Damage to the belt can be a single event, such as that from
tramp metals or oversized lumps in the material flow stream.
Such sudden damage can result in catastrophic failure that
requires immediate attention, demanding a system shutdown.
The negative effects of long-term wear are less dramatic, and
replacement can generally be scheduled for planned outages
to avoid affecting conveyor availability. 

One key to understanding belt wear from loading is the chute.
The development of Discrete Element Modeling (DEM) as
applied to conveyor loading chutes has given the industry a
valuable tool for verifying chute designs and predicting
conveyor belt wear.  A survey of the literature yields evidence
indicating belt life improvements of 40-300% from using DEM
to optimize chute designs.1 

The primary objectives of chute design are to direct an
uninterrupted flow of the bulk solid from the chute to the
receiving belt, centered in the direction of belt travel and as
close as possible to the speed of the receiving belt.  

While the interaction between the belt and the bulk material is
complex, in general, troubleshooting belt wear caused by
chute design can take advantage of some simple relationships.
The first is the general relationship between material impact
angles and the wear rate of rubber.  Figure 1 shows that as the
impact angle increases, the wear generally decreases.  

General Wear of Rubber Based on Impact Angle

Copyright © Martin Engineering 2023

The second fundamental principal that can be applied to chute
design to minimize belt wear is the speed of the bulk material
stream, which is affected by friction and acceleration due to
gravity as the load falls to the belt.  The coefficients of friction
between the bulk material, chute and belt are important
parameters that are utilized in DEM programs to optimize the
shape of the chute, producing the desired exit velocity and
direction of the discharged bulk material.   

Common chute configurations include rock boxes, inclined flat
chutes and curved chutes, as shown in Figure 2.  Ve is the exit
velocity of the bulk material stream from the chute, and Vb is
the belt speed. >

Conveyor Belt Wear from
Loading and Cleaning
R. Todd Swinderman, PE / CEO Emeritus, Martin Engineering

Engineered chutes direct material flow to
the receiving belt, centered and as close as
possible to the belt’s speed.

Copyright © Martin Engineering 2023

Fig.1
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Three Different Chute Design Approaches
Copyright © Martin Engineering 2022

Other factors to consider when designing the optimum chute
for a given application include drop height and preferred liner
materials, but in general, belt wear from the choice of chute
design is greatest with rock boxes, which do little to slow the
material’s velocity and introduce a large amount of disruption
as the load cascades from one shelf to the next, then lands on
the moving belt at a near-perpendicular angle.  

Flat inclined chutes help shift the load in the general direction
of the receiving belt’s travel, but can involve even greater
impacts than a rock box, depending on the drop height.  The
violent landing takes a constant toll on the belt, often creating
significant amounts of fugitive material in the form of dust and
spillage.

Belt wear from loading impact is generally minimized when
using curved chute designs, as the bulk material stream’s
velocity can be most closely matched to that of the belt with
curved chutes.  Figure 3 shows the relative differences in
loading velocity vectors.  Vey is the bulk material stream
velocity perpendicular to the belt and is the primary factor in
belt wear.  The wear of the belt is proportional to the
magnitude of Vey, so minimizing this component through chute
design is a focus of a DEM analysis.

Comparison of Loading Velocities and Vertical
Component Vey
Copyright © Martin Engineering 2022

Figure 2 is a generalization, it but shows that the exit velocity
of a curved chute is the lowest of the three design choices.
This is due in part to the force resulting from the curved chute,
which tends to reduce the impact velocity (Vey) relative to a
flat chute, even if the basic discharge angles are similar.  Rock
boxes may reduce chute liner wear but can create significant
belt wear due to the relatively high vertical velocity and the
resulting shearing action between the bulk material and the
belt as the load gets up to belt speed.

While belt wear is the main concern, a significant amount of
attention should be paid to the selection of liners to prolong
chute life.  Given the relative cost of the belt compared to the
chute in most applications, the wear liners should be
considered sacrificial components, and attention would be
better spent on improving chute design, selecting lower friction
liners and making the liners easier and quicker to change.

Some manufacturers have engineered new designs for liners
that can be serviced from outside the chute, for example,
eliminating the need for confined space entry and drastically
reducing replacement time.  

Cleaning of Damaged Belts

Cleaning efficiency is related to the material properties,
number of belt cleaners, the mechanics of a particular belt
cleaner design and the belt surface, among a host of other
variables.  It’s a common expectation that a conveyor belt can
be cleaned with an efficiency approaching 100%, but even a
brand new belt has macro and micro defects that make
cleaning close to 100% practically impossible.  These
imperfections can result in as much as 60 g/m2 of carryback
passing a belt cleaner station with a new belt.  When the belt
surface is damaged, the amount of carryback that can be
shielded from belt cleaning in scratches and gouges can be
even more significant, on the order of 100 to 200 g/m2.
Figure 4 shows how much carryback can be contained in a
single scratch measuring 2 mm wide by 1 mm deep in the belt
top cover. 

A Single Scratch Can Contain Significant Carryback
Copyright © Martin Engineering 2022

The US Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA)
estimates that 85% of all conveyor problems -- including wear
-- come from fugitive materials.  Fugitive materials are those
that escape the conveyor other than at the discharge, including
spillage, dust and carryback.   

Since carryback is a significant source of fugitive materials,
which in turn contribute to belt and component wear, it makes
sense to focus on adequate belt cleaning.  Cleaning damaged
belts is best accomplished using water in combination with
mechanical scrapers.  In severe cases, brush cleaners are
effective in removing material from damages such as
skirtboard grooves, but brush cleaners require more frequent
adjustment and replacement than mechanical scrapers.  

With a belt in good condition and professional maintenance, a
belt cleaning station can usually control carryback to within
10-100 g/m2.  The Conveyor Equipment Manufacturers
Association (CEMA), in its seventh edition of Belt Conveyors
for Bulk Materials, has established a system for rating the
difficulty of the belt cleaning application and for desired levels
of carryback exiting a cleaning station to aid users in
specifying belt cleaning performance, rather than making
decisions based on brand preference or price alone.

Conclusions

• Curved chutes are effective in minimizing belt wear from
loading.

• Belt cleaners do wear the belt, but at a much lower rate than
loading. 

• Rather than focusing on extending the life of sacrificial wear
materials, making service of wear materials easier and faster
should be the goal of design and maintenance engineers.

Fig.2

Fig.4

Fig.3
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At Bauma 2022, Liebherr will be presenting the LH 150 M
Port E handling machine. It is specially designed for handling
scrap and mixed cargo in ports and is equipped with an
electric drive and a new, mobile gantry undercarriage. 

How does such a product become reality – which work steps
and requirements have to be taken into account in the
process?

Step 1: Brainstorming

As Area Sales Manager, Peter Johannsen is responsible for
markets such as Asia and Turkey, as well as for major projects
such as the LH 150 M Port E. Since customers often have
individual requirements, listening is Peter Johannsen's top
priority. Understanding customers' tasks and their logistics
and offering the right solution for them – this is where many
years of experience and an eye for the bigger picture come
into play. 

Based on the specific customer requirements, the team
configured an LH 150 with rubber tyres and electric drive. To
give the machine the necessary freedom of movement, there
is a choice of different cable feeds. With the mobile gantry
undercarriage, the machine can cover longer distances
without damaging the ground and is flexible in confined
areas.

Step 2: Development

A development team at Liebherr takes care of the material
handling machines for use in ports. Constantin Wegmann
(centre) and his colleagues are the link between departments
such as sales, design and testing, production or customer
service. He looks after the product from start to delivery: he
checks the technical feasibility, draws up schedules and

ensures that the drawings and parts lists are completed on
time.

For the LH 150 M Port E, the challenge was the technical
implementation of the new, mobile gantry undercarriage.

Step 3: Design

As a design and development engineer in the undercarriage
department, Joachim Koßmann is "the man for new
developments". As the project manager responsible for the
system, he creates the rough contour of the undercarriage in
CAD, which includes the longitudinal beam, pillars and centre
section. He also approves the final designs. He clarifies the
functionalities of the machine and links existing components
with new calculation models. In the process, he is in contact
with departments such as hydraulics, electrics or customer
service.

With the LH 150 M Port E, Joachim Koßmann is
accompanying an exhibit to Bauma for the third time in a
row.

Step 4: Manufacturing

All individual parts of the machine are then manufactured
according to strict Liebherr quality standards. Welders, for
example, join the large steel components together. As these
have to bear large loads and are subjected to very high and
dynamic stresses, particularly well-trained specialists are
required. 

Strict testing steps ensure that, among other things, the
welding seams are precisely executed. This is how they
guarantee the reliability and durability of the LH 150 M Port
E.

How does a material handling
machine come to be?
A product development process in pictures
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Step 5: Assembly

Final assembly of the LH 150 M Port E takes place at the
factory in Kirchdorf. Well-tested and high-performance
components are used. A high proportion of key components
were manufactured in Liebherr factories.

Here, Viktor Maier assembles the drive group of the LH 150 M
Port E. It is "the heart of the machine". Timing is crucial at
this stage: the individual parts must be on site at the right
time so that assembly can proceed smoothly.

Step 6: Set-up and testing

Once the machine has been assembled, commissioning and
function tests follow. Jochen Sailer (left) measures and checks
the complete range of functions: all components and parts
are parameterised, adjusted and their functionality tested in
interaction with one another. 

The machine is usually ordered with a particular customer
specification. The LH 150 M Port E for Bauma, for example, is
equipped with a hydraulic, multi-adjustable driver's cab.

Only after a successful function and completeness check is
the machine is dismantled.

Step 7: Labelling as electric drive technology

Although the Kirchdorf factory is steadily expanding its range
of electric drive series, the blue sticker is being used here for
the first time. The additional product labelling denotes
electrically powered machines as a uniform identification
symbol in the group of companies.

The LH 150 M Port E can produce a total system output of
614 kW thanks to the 400 kW electric motor and the ERC
system.

8. Logistics

Jochen Schneider coordinates dismantling in Kirchdorf,
transport to Munich and assembly of the LH 150 M Port E at
Bauma. In Kirchdorf, the machine's handle and boom are
dismantled first. Then the driver's cab is dismantled, the
superstructure is lifted down and the undercarriage is
disassembled. The team then prepares the individual parts of
the machine for shipment. Ten trucks are needed to transport
the individual parts to Munich. In some cases, heavy
transportation is necessary – such as for the 60-tonne
superstructure with cabin lift or the over 17-metre-long
boom.

The challenge: parts that are dismantled last in the factory
must first be assembled in Munich.
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Magazine
Features 2023

March | April

AGGREGATE WASHING & SCREENING –static &
mobile washing, hoppers, conveyors, cyclones, pumps,
trommels, log washers, filter press, plate press,
flocculants, scrubbers, separators, lignite plant,
dewaterers, classifiers, belt weighing, contract washing.

RECYCLING - Open topics for this issue
BULK HANDLING - Open topics for this issue

Editorial copy deadline – 10th March 2023
Advert copy deadline – 17th March 2023

May | June

RECYCLING - MATERIAL HANDLERS IN THE
WASTE INDUSTRY. METAL RECYCLING IN THE UK.
ASPHALT PLANT, BITUMEN & CONCRETE PLANT -
mobile & static plant, asphalt storage, dryers, burners,
control systems, hot oil heaters, spare parts, RAP
equipment, modified bitumen, H&S, bulk storage bays,
concrete plant & equipment, concrete mixers.
BULK HANDLING - Bulk Conveying Systems, Bucket
Elevators, Feeders and Weighing Systems...

PLANTWORX PREVIEW

Editorial copy deadline – 12th May 2023
Advert copy deadline – 19th May 2023
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